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This Sanitary Survey Training Student's Text has been developed as an aid

to providing instruction on how to conduct a sanitary survey. Itisbased
on what the inspector "needs to know" to_ successfully assess a public

water system. Consequently, this text will cover the basicquestions;and
their rationale and importance, that an inspector must ask to determine

the adequacy of a water supply systeal. It does not provide the in--depth
technical background of each component of a water system. A listing of

suggested references is provided. These references should be consulted

for such detailed knowledge.
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UNIT 1: ORIENTATION

Unit Summary
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THE SANITARY SURVEY

What Is a Sanitary Survey?

A sanitary survey is an oLsite inspection of a public water system by
competent personnel who use a standard form, procedure, and method to
survey the effectiveness and maintenance of the system and to determine
its ability to provide continuously safe water the consuming public.

Why Conduct a Sanitary Survey?

Competent personnel must conduct sanitary surveys periodically to
determine whether the construction, equipment, facilities, operation, and
maintenance of the parts of a water supply system are adequate, effective,
and efficient in producing adequate quantities of safe water for the
consuming public, and whether the water quality meets acceptable standards.

Who Conducts a Sanitary SurVey?

Sanitary surveys are conducted by sanitary engineers; sanitarians, and
technicians who have experience, knowledge, and competence in the design;
operation, and maintenance of water supply systems. These personnel must
also be qualified to assess problems using hydrological, hydraulic;
mechanical; and other basic engineering knowledge and be able to make
sound, adequate, and economical recommendations.

what Occurs During a Sanitary Survey?

Tne activities of a sanitary survey provide a comprehensive; accurate
record of the component parts of water systems; assess their operating
conditions and adequacy as a water system; and determine if past
recommendations regarding the system have been effectively implemented.

This program of instruction presents the information needed by the
inspector to effectively carry out the following activities:

o Inspect and evaluate the water source.

o inspect and evaluate the intake structure.

o Inspect ane evaluate the treatment /conditioning facilities.

o Inspect and evaluate the distribution system.
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o SaMple source and distribution water for bacteriological, physical,
chemical; and radiological properties; and (as required) perform
and evaluate field analyses.

o Review operation and maintenance practices.

o Review records, files, maps, correspondence.

o Determine qualifications of engineering, sanitation, and ancillary
personnel; review management practices and personnel needs.

Complete the survey report.

Present sanitary survey data_to operating personnel and (as
required) discuss onsite problems and provide recommendations.

Notify the owner operator; public; State regulatory agency; and EPA
of deficiencies (as required).

(Specific inspection and reporting information is included in the basic

material of the following units.)

Program Objective

FOr the remainder of this training program; we will be covering the

components of a typical water system:

o Source
o Intake Structure
o Treatment
o Storage
o Distribution

We will be answering two questions about these components:

1. What conditions might cause sanitary risks in each of the

components?

2. How might these conditions be recognized?
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UNIT 2: WATER REGULATIONS

Unit SOmwity

Safe Drinking Water Act
National Interim Primary Drinking Water

Regulations
IMplementation of NIPDWR
Applicability
Requirements
Responsibilities

NatiOnal Secondary Drinking Water Regulations
Appropriate State Regulations and Standards

Unit References

National Interim Primary Drinking Water
Regulations (40 CFR 141)

National Interim Primary Drinking Water
Regulations Implementation (4G CFR 142)

National Secondary Drinking Water Regulations
(40 CFR 143)

Water Treatment Plant Operation (Chapter 22)
Appropriate State Regulations and Standatd8



Basic Material

In recognition of a decline in the quality of drinking water around the
Nation, Congress passed the Safe Drinking Water Act designed to ensure the
delivery of safe drinking water by public water systems and to protect
underground water sources from contamination.

The Act required the Environmental Protection Agency to establish primary
and secondary regulations_ limiting contaminants to a level where_"no known
or anticipated adverse effects on the health of persons occur and which
allows an adequate margin of safety."

The National Interim Primary Dririkirg_Wat_e_r_ReoLat_ions specify_
requirements and procedures for controlling contaminants in public water
supplies.

Applicability

Although the Primary Regulations apply to all public water supply systems,
the regulations make a distinction between community and noncommunity
systems. Community systems generally supply drinking water to residential
and institutional users who might be exposed to dangerous levels of
contaminants for extended periods of time. Consequently, a wider range of
contaminants is controlled by the regulations. The regulations define a
"public water system" as a system for providing piped water to the public
for human consumption if such a system has at least 15 service connections
or regularly serves at least 25 people at least 60 days per year. The

term includes any collection, treatment, storage; yid distr:bution
facilities under control of the system operator and used primarily in
connection with such a system, and any collection or pretreatment storage
facilities not under such control that are used primarily in connection
with such a system.

Some classes and types of regulated water systems are listed below.

CO Wa te r-ter-Ln

Municipal systems and public water utilities
Mobile home parks
Condominiums
Residential institutions and schools, including hospitals, nursing

homes, homes for the aged, colleges
Housing developments, public and private
Multifamily housing complexes (all varieties)

Noncommunity Water Systems (with separate water systems)

Motels-hotels-resort areas
Schools (nonresident)
Restaurant and other food

service places
2-2

Campgrounds
Highway rest areas
Marinas
Airports
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patk8
Recreation areas
Migrant labor and construction

camps
Children's and adult camps
Gasoline service stations
Industries
Churches

Siting Requirements

Medical care facilities
Shopping centers
Office and commercial buildings
Public buildings and public

assembly facilities
Social and recreation clubs
Swimming pools and beaches

The siting of a water system is of primary importance in ensuring safe
water; The National Interim Primary Drinking Water Regulations encourage
the avoidance of fiazardous locations when constructing new or expanding
public water systems. Sites to be avoided are areas subject to
significant risks of:

o Earthquakes*
o Floods (100-year floodplain)
o Fire or other disasters that could cause a breakdown in the water

systems
o In many areas, California for example, it is impossible to

construct plants which are not subject to these hazards; tri those

cases, good designing is even more critically important to
providing a continuous supply of water;

Maximum -Contaminant Levels

The regulations include maximum contaminant levels for five properties of
drinking water.

o Inorganic chemicals
6 Organic chemicals
o Turbidity
o Microbiological contaminants
o Radiological contaminants

The specific maximum contaminant levels are provided in Tables 2-1 through
2-3. Each category has specific sampling and analytical requirements.

Water Purveyor Requirements

The water purveyor must report to the State agency:

o Results of all tests and analyses within the first 10 days
following the month in which the result is received, or within the
first 10 days following the end of the required monitoring period -
whichever is the shortest;

o Notice of failure to comply with any primary water regulations,
including monitoring, within 48 hours.
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Siting Requirements

Maximum Contaminant Levels

Water Purveyor Requirements

o Monitoring and Analytical

o Reporting
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Notify public when a community water system fails to comply with:

o An applicable maximum contaminant level
o An applicable testing procedure
o Scheduled corrections
o Required monitoring

o Maintain the following records:

Bacteriological analyses - for at least 5 years.

o Chemical analyses for at least 10 years. Actual laboratOry
reports may be kept, or data may_be transferred to tabular

summaries, provided that the follOwing information is included:

Date, place, time of sampling; name of person collecting
Identification of routine distribution system sample, check
samples, raw or_process water samples, special purpose
samples; date of analysis
Lab -and person responsible for performing analysis

Analytical method used
Results of analysis

Pecords of action taken to correct violations - for at least 3

years after last action was taken with respect to a particular

violation;

o Copies of written reports, summaries, or communi-Ca-tiort_s_relating
to sanitary surveys conducted by itself, -prate consultant; or
local, State or Federal agency - Ube at leaSt 10 years after

completion of sanitary survey ihvOlVed.

Records concerning scheduling of improv-e-ments - not less than 5

years following expiration of scheduling time.

Responsibilities for Implementing NIPDWRs

Federal

As already noted, the Federal Government through the Environmental

Protection Agency has set the MCLs and Secondary MCLs for constituents to

ensure that no adverse health effects occur.; If a State desires primary
enforcement alithOt4ty-410LrlInacyl_; EPAwillcertify_the program if the State

meets requirementP. Annual evaluations will be performed to ensure the

quality of the State program;

Research; technical assistance, training programs, and funding are

provided States; EPA may take action if States fail to adopt or properly

implement the regulations.
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Most States and territories have assumed primary enforcementresponsi-
bility for enforcement of the regulations. EPA would retain program
responsibility only if a State is unable or unwilling to meet the minimum
requirements for primacy. To attain primacy under the Act, a S to must

adopt standards at least as stringent, as the Federal primacy standards.
States are free to adopt and enforce more stringent standards appropriate
to that State.

Additionally the States must:

o Maintain an inventory of public water systems.

Have a systematic program for conducting sanitary surveys.

Establish a program for certification of water testing laboratories
(unless testing is done by approved State laboratories);

ASSdre that hew or modified public water systems are capable of

compliance with State drinking water regulations.

o Establish procedures for enforcement.

o Authority to sue in court for violatiOns
o Right to entry
o Authority to require suppliers to keep accurate records and make

appropriate reports to the State

Establish and maintain recordkeeping and reporting of its

activities.

o If variances or exemptions are permitted; they must be under the

same conditions as granted under the Federal regulations;

Adopt and implement an adequate plan for providing safe drinking
water under emergency conditions.

Water Utility Responsibilities

The responsibility of the Water purveyor is to meet the primary standards

set by EPA, or the more stringent State standards;

TheSe responsibilities include the treatment and monitoring of

bacteriblOgidal, chemical; and radiological contaminants; recordkeeping

and reporting of results to State agencies; and notification of any

noncompliance to consumers and the public.

The National Secondary Drinking Water Regulations_ are designed to control

contaminants that affect the esthetic quality bf drinking water; High
concentrations of these contaminants may have health as well as esthetic

implications. The federally Set contaminant le\els were set as guidelines
for State regulations provided in Table 2 -4;

2-8
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o State

W_Iter Utility

National Secondary Drinking Water Regulation
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Table 2-1; Interim Primary Drinking Water Regulations (40 CFR 141)

Type of
Contaminant Name

Type of
Water Sytem

Maximum Contaminant
Level mg /l

(except as noted)

Inorganic Arsenic Community 0;05 mg/I

chemicals Barium 1;

Cadmium 0;010

Chromium 0;05

Lead 0;05
Mercury 0;002

Selenium 0;01

Silver 0;05

Fluoride
53.7° F & below 2.4

53.8 to 58;3 2.2

58.4 to 63.8 2.0

63;9 to 70.6 1.8

70;7 to 79.2 1.6

79.3 to 90.5 1.4

Organic
chemicals

Turbidity

Chlororganics

Nitrate (as N)

Endrin
Lindane
Methoxychlor
Toxaphene
2,4-D
2,4,5-TP Silvex

Turbidity at
representative
entry point to
distribution
system

Trihalomethanes

Community &
Noncommunity

Community

Community &
Noncommunity

Greater than
10,000 population
(if it chlorinates
water)

10.

0.0002 mg/1
0.004
0;1
0;005
0;1
0.01

1 TU monthly avg.
and 5 TU avg. of
2 consecutive
days

0;1 mg/1



Table 2-2. Maximum PermiSsible Mictobiologic:al Contaminants (NIPDWR)

Coliform Method

Less than 20 20 or More

Per MOnth Samples per Month Samples per Month

Number of coliform ba-ctet-iaS-ha-Ll_not__exceed:

Membrane filter 1/100 ml 4/100 ml in one 4/100 ml in 5%

(100-m1 portions) average density sample of samples

Co14form_bacteria shall not be present in more than:

Multiple tube
fermentation
(10-mi portions)

10% of
portions

3 portions
sample

in one 3_0ortiont in 5%
of samples

Coliform Method Per Month

Less than
Samples per

5

month
5 or More

Samples per Month

Coliform bacteria shall notbep-rLeserit_imL more than:

Multiple tube 60% of 5 portions in more 5 portions in more

fermentation portions than one sample than 20% of

(100-m1 portions) samples

Table 2-3. Maximum Permissible Radioactivity (NIPDWR)*

Maximum Contaminant Level_

Contaminant Picocurie per liter (pCi/l)

Natural

Combined Radium-226 and Radium-228
Gross alpha particle activity, including

Radium-226 but excluding Radon and
Uranium

Man-Made

5

15

Tritium (total -body) 20,000

Strontium-90 (bone marrow) 8

Gross -beta particle activity (applicable to 50

surface water sources)

*For full explanation refer to Part 141, National Interim Primary Drinking

Water Regulations.
2-13 22



Table 2-4; Special Monitoring Requirements Under National
Interim Primary Drinking Water Regulations.

Contaminant Sutface
Frequency

Ground

Sodium

Corrosivity

sample annually

2 samples annually
(1 mid summer)
(1 mid winter)

1 sample at least
every 3 years

1 sample annually

Table 2-5. National Secondary Drinking Water Regulations
Maximum Contaminant Levels

contaminants Level

ChlOride
Color
Copper
FoaMing Agents
Hydrogen Sulfide
ItOn
Manganese
Odor

pH
Sulfate
TDS (Total Dissolved
Zinc

Solids)

250 mg/1
15 Color Units
1 mg/I
0.5 mg/1
0.05 mg/1
0.30 mg/1
0.05 mg/1
3 Threshold Odor Number
6.5 -8.5
250 mg/1
500 mg/1
5 mg/1



UNIT 3: WATER SOURCES

Unit Summary

General
Wells
Springs
Surface Sources

Unit Contents

3a: General

o Hydrologic Cv.cle
o Adequate Quality
o Ade,..:uate Quantity

3b: well

o Sanitary Risks
Surveying Wells

3c: Springs

o Sanitary Risks
o Surveying Springs

3d: Surface Sources

Sanitary Risks
Surveying Surface Sources
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UNIT 3a: General

Unit Summary
Hydrologic Cycle
Adequate Quality
Adequate Quantity

Unit References
Manual of Individual Water Supply System

(Part 1)
Water Systems Handbook
Water and Wastewater Engineering (Volume 1,

Chapter 6)
Water Treatment Plant Operation (Volume 1,

Chapter 2)
Water Supply System Operation (Chapter 2)



Basic Material

The two principal sources of water supplies aresurface_waters and ground
waters; Both originate. from precipitation; Some of the precipitation
collects on the surface of the earth to form streams; lakes; and other
surface waters. Some seeps downward through the earth where it accumu-
lates in the pore spaces in the soils that overlay rock formations. The
seepage continues downward and lattrally to fill the interconnecting
joints; cracks; solution channels; pore spaces; and other openings in
these rock formations below the soils. Ground water is not static and
tends to move slowly through the substrata, some of it reappearing at the
edge of streamsand lakes or as springs and seepage areas Energy from
the sun evaporates water from the earth, streams;Ilakes; and seas and
promotes transpiration of moisture from growing plants to form water vapor
in the atmosphere. The water vapor forms into clouds; which in turn
produce rain and snow to replenish the surface and ground waters. This
continuous process is called the hydrologic or water cycle; and by its
very nature, water is exposed to both natural and man-induced contamina-
tion.

Ground Water

Ground water is the principal_ source of water for smallwatersupplysys-
tems. GrOUnd water generally has a more consistentgoodbacterial quality
than surface water; having undergone considerable natural purification
through straining and prolonged storage; However; a number of areas have
suffered contamination of their ground water due to improper disposal of
their wastes; Generally it requires little (if any) treatment prior to
use; whereas surface waters invariably require rather sophisticated treat-
ment. Purthermore; ground waters are readily available in most areas of
the country in sufficient quantities to meet the needs of small water
systems;

Surface Water

Precipitation that does not enter the ground through infiltration or is
not returned to the atmosphere by evaporation flows over_the ground
surface and is classified as direct runoff. Direct runoff is water that
moves over saturated or impermeable surfaces, and in stream channels or
other natural or artificial storage sites. The dry weather (base) flow of
streams is derived from ground water or SnOWMOlt.

Runoff from ground- surfaces may be collected in either natural or
artificial reservoirs. A pOrtiOn of the water stored in surface
reservoirs is lost by evaporation and from infiltration tothegroUnd
wter table froth the pond. Transpiration from vegetation in and adjacent
to ponds constitutes another means of water loss;

Because surface waters are exposed to potentially severe contamination by
both man and nature and because the quality of the water varies consider-
ably, a relatively high degree of treatment is required to ensure its
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Hydrologic Cycle

Groundwater

Surface Water
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constant safety. The treatment is generally more sophisticated than with
ground waters and requires more diligent operation and maintenance and
more costs.

However, there are occasions when surface water is a source for a small
water supply system because of the poor quality or lack of local ground
water. Other factors being equal, impoundments such as natural lakes or
ponds, or reservoirs, are preferred over streams since the quality of the
water is usually less variable, reducing the extremes in quality.

Precipitation in the form of rain, snow, hail, or sleet contains very few
impurities. Trace amounts of mineral matter, gases, and other substances
may be entrained as the precipitation forms and falls through the earth's
atmosphere; however, the precipitation has virtually no bacterial content.

Once precipitation reaches the earth's surface, many opportunities are
presented for the introduction of foreign substances into the water; which
may lower its quality to the point that it constitutes a health hazard or
impairs its usefulness;

Proximity of the water source to nearby sewers, waste disposal, construc-
tion projects, animal pasturing, chemically treated agricultural land, and
chemical storage areas (such as salt or petroleum) increases the likeli-
hood of contamination. Other sources of contamination are completely
natural, such as the impact of high flood runoff, chemical composition of
soil above the rock (e.g., the pres2nce of iron), or decomposition of or-
ganic matter.

Substances that alter the quality of water as it moves over or below the
surface of the earth may be classified as follows:

o Organic
o Inorganic
o Biological
o Radiological

Impurities in natural waters depend largely on the circumstances of the
source and its history. Water destined for an aqu.:.fer picks up impurities
as it seeps through soil and rock, including possible pollution. P011ution
sources may include leaking sanitary sewers, septic_ systems, waste disposal
sites; and accidental discharges; Uptake of minerals is common. The
natural straining action does remove some of the particulate matterand;
combined with a relatively long retention period in the ground, will often
aid in removing micro-organisms; This long retention time can; however,
create problems in that ground water once contaminated can be costly to
purge in terms of both time and money; Ground waters have a fairly stable
quality usually not highly affected by seasonal changes. Wells affected
by seasonal changes tend to be very shallow and subject to easy
contamination.
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Water Demands

The projected average daily demand is the quantity of water projected to
be used by a specific system or part of a system in an average day. This
is based upon experience from water meter readings in similar water
systems over an extended period of time and reflects the normal seasonal
and daily variations. For design purposes, it is usually determined by
estimating the population or units of housing or other units and
muliplying by an average person or per unit water consumption derived from
past experien-e. Other water demand terms frequently relate to this basic
term. The average daily demand will be exceeded on many days so it is not
appropriate to design merely for the average. For this reason other terms
are used to express the probable greatest amount of water that may be used
in one day, or other period of time.

Table 3-1 provides a guide for estimating the average daily demand for
various types of establishments, in gallons per day per unit. The unit is
persons per day unless otherwise indicated. The values shown may vary
throughout the Nation, and the inspector is advised to review local
information on water systems serving similar size establishments.

The maximum daily demand is the greatest amount of water that a system
will use in one day. Experience with small residential water systems
suggests that the maximum day is 1.5 to 2 -times the average day. However,
this ratio may not apply to other types of water systems. In general, the
smaller the water system, the greater the variation between the average
and the maximum day.

The maximum hourly demand is the greatest amount of water that will be
used in any hour during a day; Maximum hourly demand is sometimes
referred to as the peak hourly demand, although there will be short-term
peak demand rates lasting foi several minutes that will exceed the maximum
hourly demand rate. Each type of system exhibits it own maximum hourly
and short-term peak demands and the hours of peak occurrence will vary.
As an example, shopping centers usually experience hourly peaks in the
early afternoon while residential communities may experience two_peak
hours, about 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. The maximum hourly demand is_often
expressed as a ratio of the average daily demand, in gallons per minute._
Generally speaking, the smaller the system, the greater the maximum hourly
rate in respect to the average daily rate.

Peak demand is the maximum amount of water necessary to meet the peak
short -term demand rate that may occur several times during a day, -but
usually during the peak-hour period. The instantaneous peak_may_last_ for
several minutes. The rate is particularly important in considering the
sizing of the storage tank in a_hydropneumatic_system. The effective
storage capacity is usually_designed to meet these short-term peaks. In

the absence of sufficient effective storage to meet extended peak demands,
the_wells_and pumps must be capable of meeting the peak demands. The
smaller the system, the greater the ratio of the peak demand to the
average demand. Experience with smallresidential communities suggests
that the peak-hourly-demand may range from about 6 to 10 times the average
daily demand;

3-7
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Fire flow is the amount of water capacity that_must be designed into a
water system_for firefighting purposes. Fire flow is not included in the
definition of average daily and maximum daily demands and must be added if
fire protection is desired. Fire flows are usually expressed as gallons
per minute to fight a fire of a certain duration. Local fire underwriters
Will provide specific requirements on request.

Sanitary Risks

1; What type of source (surface, ground or combination)?

There are specific risks for each type of source, which will be
covered in later sections of Unit 3.

2. What is the total design production capacity?

Comparison of this figure with present demand figures allows the
inspector to determine if there is adequate treatment capacity.

3. What is the present average daily production?

Comparison of this figure with values for_other similar systems on a
per capita basis may point out problems within the_system. An__

evaluation of average_daily production trends may indicateproblems as
well. For example, if consumption is excessive or production trends
are increasing without an accompanying population or use inciease,
leakage within the distribution system may be indicated.

4. What is the maximum daily production?

Comparison of this figure with design capacity allows determination of
adequacy of treatment capacity;

5; Does system have an "operational" master meter?

Without an operational and calibrated master meter, it is difficult
for the utility to accurately monitor production.

6. How many service connections are there?

This figure provides the inspector with an idea_of the size of the
system; this means the total number of homes and businesses served by
the system. It should not include connections for vacant lots.

7. Are service connections metered?

This allows a water balance to be made. There is also a correlation
between metered service and water conservation. If the system is
metered, the per capita consumption is reduced.

A review_ofthe system's records and operator responses should provide
answers to these questions.

3-9
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Table 3-1. Guide for Estimating Average Daily Water Requirements*
(Adapted from various sources for small water systems)

Type of Establishment (The unit is R.LE,2-Etag_ Average Daily Use (gpd)
unless otherwise stated)

Airport (per passenger) 3-5

Assembly Halls (per seat) 2

Camps - Child; overnite; central facilities 40-50

- Construction 50

- Migrant labor 35-50

- Day type, no meals served 15

Churches (per member) 1

Cottages; season occupancy 50

Clubs Residential 100

Nonresidential 25

Factories; sanitary uses, per shift 15-35

Food Service Restaurants 7-10

- With bars 9-12

- Fast food 2

Highway Rest Areas 5

Hotels (2 persons pet rb0m) 60

InstitutiOhS Hospitals (per bed) 250-400

Nursing Homes (per bed) 1507200

- Others 75-125

OffiCe Buildings 15-30

Laundries, self service (per customer) 50

motels (per bed) 60

Parks - Day use (with flush toilets)
- Mobile homes (per unit) 200

- Travel trailers (per unit) 90-300

Picnic Areas (with flush toilets) 5-10

Residential Communities
- Multi-family (per bedroom) 120

- Rooming house and tourist
homes type (per bedroom)_ 120

- Single family type (per house) 400

Resort Motels and Hotels 75 -100

Retail Stores (per toilet room) 400

Schools - Day; no showers or cafeteria 15

- Day, with cafeteria 20

- Day, with showers and cafeteria 25

- Residential types 75-100

Shopping Centers; per sq. ft. sales area 0;16

Swimming Pools and Beaches 10

Theaters - Drive-in (per car) 3-5

Others (per seat) 3

*The values listed in Table 3-1 are for normal water requirements and do

not incldde Special needs or unusual conditions. State and local require-

meritS may vary from those provided in this table. Additional allowance

ShOUld be made for frequent lawn watering, swimming pool_ maintenance;

industrial or commercial process water, cooling water, firefighting; and

other special uses;
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UNIT 3b: Wells

Unit Summary

Types and Characteristics
Sanitary Risk Factors
Surveying Wells

Unit References

Small_Water Systems Serving the PUblic (Chapter 5)
Manual of IndiVidUal Water Supply Systems (Part II)
Ground Water and Wells
Well Drilling Operations
Water Supply System Operation (Chapter 3)

Basic Material

To reach the ground waters underlying the earth's surface; a well must be

constructed to penetrate the desired water-bearing strata; These

structures may be_dug, driven, bored, jetted; or drilled; depending on the
geological forMatiOnS thtougb which they must pass and the depth to which

they_must reach. Duo, driven, bored, and jetted wells are usually
confined to relatively soft soils overlaying rock and to shallow depths

normally less than 50 feet (15 meters); Wells using these sinking methodS

should not be constructed for use as public water sources unless
specifically approved by the State regulatory agency. Drilled wells may
be used in both soft and hard soil and in rock and may be sunk to depths

of several hundred feet.

Drilled wells can be constructed in all instances where driven and jetted

wells might otherwise be used and in many areas where_dug and bored wells

are constructed. The larger diameter of a drilled well; compared with a
driven or jetted well, _permits use of larger pumping equipment that can
develop the full capacity of the aquifer.

There are various components of a well, many of which cannot be observed

by the sanitary surveyor. Some of the more important ones follow.

Well casing is installed in wells to prevent the collapse of the walls

Of the bore hole; to exclude pollutants (either surface or subsurface)

from entering the water source; and to provide a column of stored

water and a housing for the pump mechanisms and pipes.
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Cement grout is used to fill the annular open space left around the
outside of the well casing during construction to prevent undesirable
water and contamination from entering the well.

Screens are installed at_the_intake point of the_well to_hold back
unstable aquifer material and permit free flow of water into the
well. _The_well screen should be_ of good quality_(corrosion-resistant,
hydraulically efficient, and with good structural properties).

are used at the top of the casing or pipe
sleeve connections to prevent contaminated water or other material
from entering the well. A variety of covers and seals are available
to meet the variety of conditions encountered, but the principles and
the objective of excluding contamination are the same;

Pitless adapters are used to eliminate the need for a well pit.
Because of the flooding and pollution hazards involved, a well pit to
house the pumping equipment or to permit accessibility to the top of
the well is not recommended. Some States prohibit its use. These
units vary in design but generally include a special fitting designed
for mounting on the side of the well casing. The well discharge and
other piping are screw-threaded into the fitting* providing_a tight
seal. The pitless system permits the connection of the well piping to
the casing underground below frost depth. and, at the same time,
provides for good accessibility to the well casing for repairs without
excavation.

Sanitary Risks

1. Is the aquifer recharge area protected? What is the nature of the
recharge area?

The nature of activities on the recharge zone and whether or not they
are controlled can influence the quality of the water source. This
information can assist the inspector in the identification of the
potential source. The recharge area can be protected by means ranging
from ownership of the area by the utility with restricted access to
zoning laws prohibiting the use of subsurface waste disposal (septic
tanks); The owner/operator should know this information.

2 Is the site subject to flooding?

The introduction of surface waters into the well should be avoided.
Runoff in the immediate area should be drained away from the well
Site. The well field should not be placed in a flOOdplain (100-year
flood). To protect a well_is easier than to_clean an aquifer once it
is contaminated. Information on flooding and site drainage may be
obtained from the owner/operator,- visual inspection, and flood stage
records. The exposed casing should terminate 18 inches above known
flood level.

3 IS the well located in the proximity of a potential source of
pollution?
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YourStateregulatory agency should be consulted for its policy con-
cerning Well location; particularly the minimum protective distances
hetWeen the well and sources of existing or potential pollution.
Table 3-2 is an example of typical minimum distances. These distances

are based on general experience and are not guarantees of freedom from

contamination. The water purveyor should provide even greater protec-

tion where poSsible; The table applies to properly constructed wells
With protective casing set to a depth of at least 20 feet below ground
surface. Other types of wells will require special considerations.

Table 3-2; Sample Minimum Distances Between Wells and PoillutiOn Sources

Source Feet from Well Remarks

watertight Sewers
Other Sewers
Septic Tanks
Sewage Field, Bed or Pit
Animal Pens and Yardt

50
100
100
200
200

Consult the State
regulatory agency
for special local
requirements.

Source: Small Water Systems Serving the Public, Chapter 5.

4. What is the depth of the well?

The greater the dept.i of the aquifer utilized, the less chance_of
tutfate contamination degrading the water quality. Deeper aquifers

generally have a more consistent quality of water.

5; What is the well drawdown?

Drawdown is the difference between static water levels and pumping
water levels; Measuring drawdown is important since changes in draw-
down can indicate problems in the aquifer (declining water levels) or
well (incrustation, sand). The operator should be able to provide this

information. If the operator is not measuring drawdown, he/she should

be encouraged to do so.

6. What is the depth of the casing?

The casing must be strong enough to resist the pressures exerted by_

the surrounding materials and corrosion by soil and water environments.
The casing must be of the proper length to provide a channel from the

aquifer to the surface through unstable formations and through -zones
Of actual or potential contamination. The casing should extend above

potential levels of flooding and should be protected from flood water

contamination and damage; In unconsolidated soils, the casing should
extend at least 5 feet (1;5 meters) below the estimated maximum
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expected drawdown level; In consolidated rock formations, the casing
should extend 5 feet (1.5 meters) into firm bed rock and sealed into
place; The operator should be able to provide this information;

7. What is the depth of grouting?

Specific grouting requirements of a well depend on the existing
surface conditions, especially the location of sources of pollution,
and the subsurface geologic and hydrologic conditions; To achieve
the desired protection against contamination, the annular space must
be sealed to whatever depth is necessaryi but in no case less than 20
feet;

8. Does the casing extend at least 12 inches above the floor or ground?

This provides protection against surface runoff or drainage
problems. The 12 inches is recommended when there is no potential
for flooding.

9. Is the well properly sealed?

Well head covers or seals are used at the top of the casing or pipe
sleeve connections to prevent contaminated water or other material
from entering the well. A variety of covers and seals are available
to meet the Variety of conditions encountered, but the principles and
the objective of excluding contamination are the same; Well covers
and pump platforms should be elevated above the adjacent finished
ground level and should be sloped to drain away from the well
casing; Well pits should not be used, since they may result in
contamination; Pitless adapters are used to eliminate the need for a
well pit. Because of the flooding and pollution hazards involved, a
well pit to house the pumping equipment or to permit accessibility to
the top of the well is not recommended. Some States prohibit its
use; A concrete slab around the well casing is not a completely
reliable seal, since burrowing animals and insects can undermine it
or it can be broken or cracked from frost heave or vehicles.

10. Does the well vent terminate 18 inches above ground /floor level or
above maximum flood level with return bend facing downward and
screened?

This is to keep water (from water cooled bearings for example), dust,
insects, and animals from entering the well casing.

11. Does the well have a suitable sampling cock?

This is important when trying to isolate sources of contamination in
a well field; If there is a well field and individual sample cocks
are not provided, it is difficult to determine if one or all wells
are the problem;
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12. Are check valves, blowoff valves, and water meters maintained and
operated properly?

Valves should be maintained and operated to prevent contamination
from entering the well;

13. Is the upper termination of the well protected?

The upper termination of the well should be either housed or fenced
to protect it from vandalism and vehicle damage.

14.. Is lightning protection provided?

Lightning surges can develop in powerlines during thunderstorms.
Such surges can damage pump motors, creating loss of water supply as
well as costly repairs; To protect against this; lightning arrestors
can be provided where service lines are connected to service entrance
cables or at the motor control box; A multiground arrangement can be
provided that grounds the entire pump and well against damage;

15. Is pump intake located below maximum drawdown?

This prevents the pump from_running dry as well_as protects against
contamination in upper portions of water table from being pumped.

16; Are foot valves and/or check valves accessible for cleaning?

As with above-ground valves; these valves must be maintained in an
operating manner to prevent flow of undesirable water into the well
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UNIT 3c: Springs

Unit Summary

Spring Source Collection System Components
Sanitary Risks

Unit References

Small Water Systems Serving the Public
(Chapter 7)

Manual of Individual Water Supply Systems
(Part II)

Basic Material

TO properly develop a spring supply, the natural flow of ground water must
be captured below the ground surface, and the method used must not
contaminate the water; Springs are subject to contamination by wastewater
disposal systems, animal wastes, and surface drainage; Springs are also
susceptible to seasonal flow variations, and the yield may be reduced by
the pumping of nearby wells.

Springs may be gravity or artesian. Gravity springs occur where the
water-bearing stratum overlays an impermeable stratum and outcrops to the
surface. They also occur where the land surface intersects the water
table. This type of spring is particularly sensitive to seasonal
fluctuations in ground water storage, and frequently dwindles or
disappears during dry periods. Gravity springs are characteristically
low-yielding sources, but when properly developed they may be f.--isfactory
for small water supply systems.

Artesian_ springs discharge from artesian aquifers. They may_occur where
the confining formation over the artesian aquifer is ruptured by a fault
or where the aquifer outcrops at a lower_ elevation._ Artesian springs_are
usually more dependable than gravity springs, but they are particularly
sensitive to the pumping of wells developed in the same aquifer. As a
consequence, artesian springs may be dried up by nearby well pumping;
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Important criteria for spring sources include selection of a spring with
acceptable water quality, development to the required quantity of water,
and sanitary protection of the spring collection system; The measures
taken to develop a spring must be tailored to the prevailing geological
conditions;

Spring Source Collection System

Spring flow is intercepted by a system of perforated pipes driven into the
water-bearing stratum or laid in gravel-packed trenches. The flow is
directed into a storage tank. As an alternative, a watertight concrete
collection chamber is constructed with openings in the bottom and/or a
side wall to intercept the flow. This chamber may also serve as the
storage tank. Where possible, the walls of the collection chamber should
extend to bedrock or the impervious stratum. The watertight walls should
extend 8 or more inches above ground to prevent entrance of surface
water. An overlapping (shoe-box) cover will prevent entrance of debris.

The tank is usually constructed in place with reinforced concrete to
intercept as much of the spring as possible. When a spring is located on
a hillside, the downhill wall and sides are extended downward to bedrock
orimpervioussoil to- ensure that the structure will hold back water to
maintain the desired level in the chaMber. Supplementary cutoff walls of
concrete or impermeable clay may be used to assist in controlling the
water table in the vicinity of the tank. The lower portion_of the uphill
wall of the tank must have an open construction to allow water to move in
freely while the aquifer material is heldback. Backfilling with graded
gravel will aid in restricting movement of aquifer material;

The tank cover should be cast in place to ensure a good fit. The cover
should extend down over the top edge of the tank at least 2 inches, should
be heavy enough to prevent dislodging by children, and should be lockable.

A drain pipe with an,exterior valve should be placed close to a wall of
the tank at the floor level to permit draining. The end of the pipe
should extend far enough to allow free discharge to the ground surface,
away from the tank. The discharge end of the pipe should be screened to
prevent nesting by animals and insects.

The overflow is usally placed_slightly below the maximum water7level
elevation. The overflow should have afreedischarge to_a drain apron of
rock to- prevent soil erosion at the point of overflow and should be
screened.

The supply intake should be located about 6 inches above the -floor and
should be screened. Care should be taken to ensure good bond between
pipes and the concrete structure.

OS

Recreational or other developments located in the mountains may have
access to a head water mountain stream where the watershed is generally
heavily forested and uninhabited by man. However, after periods of heavy
rainfall or spring thaws, debris and turbidity may cause problems at the
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water intake and will materially increase the required degree of
treatment. If the conditions are suitable, this problem can be avoided by
constructing the intake in an underground chamber (infiltration gallery)
along the shore of the stream or lake.

Galleries may be considered where porous soil formations adjoin a stream
or lake so that the water can be intercepted undergound to take advantage
of natural filtration. Any gallery access structures should be located
above the level of severe flooding.

A typical installation generally involves the construction of an
underdrained, sand filter trench located parallel to the stream bed and
about 10 feet from the high water mark. The sand filter is usually
located in a trench with a minimum width of 30 inches and a depth of about
10 feet, sufficient to intercept the water table. At the bottom of the
trench, perforated or open joint tile is laid in a bed of gravel about 12
inches in thickness, with about 4 inches of graded gravel located over the
tile to support the sand. The embedded tile is then covered with clean;
coarse sand to a minimum depth of 24 inches, and the remainder of the
trench backfitledwith fairly impervious material. The collection tile
drains to a watertight, concrete chamber from which water may flow to the
distribution system by gravity or pump; whichever is appropriate.
Chlorination is generally necessary and may be done in the chamber or at
another placei but prior to any use;

Where soil formations adjoining a stream are unfavorable for the location
of an infiltration gallery, the debris and turbidity that are occasionally
encountered in a mountain stream may be controlled by constructing a
modified infiltration gallery in the stream bed.

If a natural pool is not available in the stream_bed,_a dam is usually
constructed across the stream to form a pool. The filter is installed in
the pool by- laying perforated pipe in a-bed of graded gravel, which is
then covered by at least 24 inches of clean, coarse sand. About 24 inches
of freeboard should be allowed between the surface of the sand and the
surface water level. The collection lines may terminate in a watertighti
concrete basin located adjacent to the upstream face of -the dam from where
the water is diverted to chlorination facilities;

Sanitary Risks

1. Is the recharge area protected?
2. What is the nature of the recharge area?
3. Is the site subject to flooding?

The rationale for the above questions is the same as that for wells.

4. Is the collection chamber properly constructed?

The collection chamber should be watertight to prevent the inflow of
undesirable water. The tank cover should be impervious and_ lockable.
The drain should have an exterior valve and_the_exterior end
screened. The_overflow should have a free discharge_to adrain apron
to prevent soil_erosion. information may be obtained by
inspection of the colleceion cnatber.
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5; Is the supply intake adequate?

The supply intake should be located 6 inches above the chamber floor
and screened; This location reduces the withdrawal of the sludge that
may build up in the chamber;

6. Is the site adequately protected?

The following precautionary measures will help ensure spring water of
consistently high quality:

o Diversion of surface drainage from the site. A surface drainage
ditch should be located_uphill from the source to intercept
surface water runoff and carry it away from the source. Springs
in close proximity_ to_ agriculturally developed land treated by
pesticides_and herbicides may be particularly susceptible to
contamination.

o Protection from stray livestock and from tampering by means of
site fencing, locked covers, and warning signs.

7; What conditions cause changes to quality of the water?

A marked increase in turbidity or flow after a rainstorm is a good
indication that surface runoff is reaching the spring.
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UNIT 3d: Surface Sources

Unit Summary

Types and Characteristics
Sanitary Risks

Unit References

Small Water Systems Serving the PUblic
(Chapter 8)

Manual of Individual Water Supply Systems
(Part III)

Water Treatment Plant Operation
(Volume 1, Chapters 2 and 3)

Water Supply System Operation (Chapter 2)

Basic Material

Surface wat,:!: sources used for small water supply systems require consid-
eration of additional factors not usually associated with ground water
sources. When small streams, open ponds, lakes, or open reservoirs must
be used as sources of_ water_ supply, the danger of contamination and of the
consequent spread of intestinal_ diseases such-(as typhoid. fever and dysen-

tery is generally increased. Clear water is not always safe, and the old
saying that running water "purifies itself":to drinking water quality
within a stated distance is false;

The physical, chemical, and bacteriological contamination of surface water
makes it necessary to regard such sources of supply as unsafe for domestic
use unless reliable treatment, including filtration and disinfection, is

provided; The treatment of surface water to ensure a constant, safe
supply requires diligent attention to operation and maintenance '.by_ the
owner of the system. Principal sources of surface water_that may be
developed are controlled catchments, ponds or lakes, surface streams, and
irrigation canals. Except for irrigation canals, where discharges are
dependent on irrigation_ activity, these sources derive water from direct
precipitation over the drainage area.
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Controlled Catchments

In some areas, ground water is so inaccessible or so highly mineralized
that it is not satisfactory for domestic use. In these cases, the use of
controlled catchments and cisterns may be necessary. A properly located
and constructed controlled catchment and cistern, augmented with a
satisfactory filtration unit and adequate disinfection facilitieS,_ Will
provide a safe water. However, cisterns should be utilized only wnen no
other source is available.

Ponds/Lakes/Reservoirs

The development of a pond as a supply source involves: (1) selecting a
watershed that permits only water of the highest quality to enter the
pond, t'2) using the best water collected in the pond, (3) filtering the
water to remove turbidity and reduce bacteria, (4) disinfecting filtered

water, (5) properly storing the treated water, and (6) properly
maintaining the entire water system;

The value of a pond or lake as a source is its ability to store water
during wet periods for use during periods of little or no rainfall. A

pond should be capable of storing a minimum of one year's supply of
water; It must be of sufficient capacity to meet water supply demands
during periods of low rainfall with an additional allowance for seepage
and evaporation losses. The drainage area (watershed) should be large
enough to catch sufficient water to fill the pond or lake during wet
seasons of the year.

To minimize tne possibility of chance contamination, the watershed should
be

o Clean, preferably grassed
Free from barns, septic tanks, privies, and soil-absorption fields
Pjotected against erosion and drainage from livestock areas

o Fenced

The pond should be:

o Not le:_s than 8 feet deep at the deepest point
o Large enough to store at least one year's supply
o Designed to have the maximum possible water

storage area over 3 feet in depth
o Fenced
o Free of weeds, algae, and floating debris

In many instances, pond development_requires the construction of an
embankment with an overflow or spillway.

Streams and Rivers

Streams receiving runoff from large uncontrolled watersheds may be the
only source of water supply. The physical, chemical, and bacteriological
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quality of surface water varies and may impose unusually or abnormally
high loads on the treatment facilities.

Stream intakes should be located upstream from wastewater discharges,
storm drains, or other sources of contamination. The water should be
pumped when the silt load is low. A low-water staae usually means that
the temperature of the water is higher than normal and the water is of
poor chemical quality. Maximum silt loads, however, occur during maximum
runoff. High-water stages shortly after storms are usually the_most
favorable for diverting or pumping water to storage. These conditions
vary and should be determined for the particular stream.

Irrigation Canals

If properly treated, irrigation water may be used as a source of domestic
water supply. Water obtained from irrigation canals should be treated the
same as water from other surface water sources;

Water from irrigation canals may contain large concentrations of
undesirable chemicalsi including pesticidesi herbicides, and fertilizer.
Periodic chemical analysis should be made.

Sanitary Risks

1. What is the nature of the watershed?

Industrial Agricultural Forest Residential

As previously noted, the activitic.s on the watershed will impact on
the water quality of the runoff. The potential for spills from
industrial activities, herbicides and pesticides from agricultural
land uses, organics from plant decay, and animal -borne diseases are a
few problems that may be indicated by land use on the watershed.

2. What is the size of the owned/protected area of the watershed?

To reduce the extent of contamination of the watershed, many utilities
have chosen to purchase a portion of it. Another method is to
restrict activities through zoning restrictions and ordinances.

3. How is the watershed controlled?

This question allows the inspector to evaluate the effectiveness of
watershed control measures. Ownership with restricted access -is the
most stringent measure but it is 41so the most costly. If ordinances
are used, the inspector may wish to know how they are enforced.
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4. Has management had a watershed survey performed?

If the utility has had a watershed survey conducted, many of the
above questions_may be answered by referring -to it. The fadt that a
utility has conducted such a survey would indicate a concern on its
part for the protection of the supply.

5. Is there an emergency spill response plan?

Some industries (e.g., petroleum) are required_ to have emergency
spill plans. Potential spill site should be identified by the
uti y and contingency plans developed in the case of a spill.
How ,er,_because a_plan is only_paper,_the_necessary equipment and
personnel must be identified and coordination between respective
agencies (fire, police, water utility) worked out prior to any
emergency.

6; Is the source adequate in quantity?

To answer this question, the inspector shculd determine if the source
is adequate for present as well as future demands. The source should
be able to continuously meet the demands of the water system.
Decreasing trends in quantity are also important to note. Operation
records should provide this information.

7. Is the source adequate in quality?

A review of monitoring_ records should reveal_this answer._ At with
quantity, any trends of decreasing quality should be'noted.

8. is there any treatment provided in the reservoir?

The addition of any chemicals to the reservoir should be noted.
Particular concern is assuring that only approved chemicals be
utilized and that they be properly applied.

9. Is the area around the intake restricted for a radius of ZOO feet?

Restriction of contact sports (e.g., swimming and water skiing) and
use of powerboats in the vicinity of the intake is important. This
Will reduce the coliform and organic pollution of the intake water;

1() Are there any sources of pollution in the proximity of the intakes?

Sources of pollution such as wastewater discharges, feedlots,
marinas, and boat launching ramps should be identified. If the use
of the reservoir is not restricted, the impact of activities should
be minimized as much as possible by keeping them away from the
intakes.
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1U Are multiple intakes located at different levels utilized?

Because of fluctuations of the water surface elevation and the
variability of water quality with deptho it is necessary that intakes
be provided at different depths. Seasonal turnover of the reservoir,
algal bloomso and thermal stratification can cause water quality
problems. This applies to deep reservoirs, streams-, and shallow,
reservoirs not subject to stratification commonly utilized at
.,_ingle-level intakes.

12. Is the highest quality water being drawn?

The operator should be performing monitoring tests to determine the
water quality at the various depths in order to draw the best quality
water. The operator should be questioned as_to how the intake level
is selectedo what tests are accomplished, and at_what frequency.
Suggested tests are dissolved oxygen, metals, and nitrogen values.

13. How often are intakes inspected?

As with all components, maintenance must be periodically performed on
the intake structure. Removal of debris and inspection of intake
screen integrity will prevent damage to piping valves and pumps.
This is particularly important during winter months due to tile danger
of sheet and frazzle ice buildup;

14. What conditions cause fluctuations in water quality?

Conditions such as stratification, algal blooms, ice formation,
on-shore winds, and changing currents may create adverse changes to
water quality. Conditions creating such problems should be noted as
well as what measures are being taken to mitigate them.

15. Has the dam been inspected for safety (if applicable)?

Dams should be routinely inspected to avoid_ conditions that may
endanger their integrity._ Many States require that such inspections
be performed. However, if not_required, operators should be
encouraged to look for such things_as erosion, sinkholes, burrowing
animals, and trees growing in the dam face.
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UNIT 4: PUMPS

Unit Summary

Types of Pumps
Sanitary Risks

Unit References

Manual of Instruction for Water
Treatment Plant Operators (Chapter 19)

Environmental Sanitation (Chapter 3)
Water Supply Engineering (Chapter 15)
Recommended Standards for Water Works
Water Supply System Operation (Chapters 3

and 5)



Types of P vs

Positive Displacement pumps. The positive displacement pump forces or
displaces the water through a_ pumping mechanism. There are several
types: reciprocating pumps, heliCal or spiral rotor, regenerative turbine
pumps, and diaphragm pumps.

CerittifUgal-Pumpa; Centrifugal pumps contain a rotating impeller mounted
on a shaft turned by the power source; The rotating impeller increases
the velocity of the water and discharges it into a surrounding casing
shaped to slow down the flow of the water and convert the velocity to
pressure; This decrease of the flow further increases the pressUre.

Jet (Ejector) Pumps. Jet pumps are actually combined centrifugal and
ejector pumps; A portion of the discharged water from the centrifugal
pump is diverted through a nozzle and venturi_tube. A pressure zone lower
than that of the surrounding area exists in the venturi tube; therefore,
water from thesource (well) floWS into this area of reduced pressure:
The velocity of the water frOM the nozzle pushes it through the pipe
toward the_sUrfade_ Where the Centrifugal pump can lift it by suction. The

centrifUgal pump then forces it into the distribution system.

Rotary Pumps. In the rotary pumps there are two cams or gears that mesh

together and rotate in opposite directions; The gear teeth or cams fit

closely to the caging so that the water will be drawn up the suction -pipe

and fOrCed into the discharge pipe; Such pumps require no valves and are

self-Priming. They are positive displacement; They can be operated at

high speeds and so obtain large capacity with small size. They have.the

disadvantage of showing considerable slip; Water containing grit is

especially injurious to them;

SanitaryR18k-8-

1; What is the number (including reserves) and location of pumps?

At least two pumping units should be Provided_ (for both chemical feed

and water applications of pumps). POmps_ may be used for a variety of

reasons within the system: raw water, chemical feed, finished water;

and solids movement. The type_of pump is important to assure proper

application; For examplt positive displacement -type solution pumps

should be used to feed liquid thethiCalS but not to feed chemical

slurries. The oPerator and a review of the plant schematic can
provide this information.

2. What is the rated capacity of the pumps?

PUmpa ShbUld have ample capacity to supply the peak demands with

dangerous- overload. The inspector should also ask when the pump was

last rated. Thi8 is particularly important when the pumping time -is

used to estimate water production: The pump may have been rated 10

years ago for 200 gpm; but due to changes in the pump and system is
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notepresently only pumping 125 gpm. The inspector should also note if the
pump is metered. This can help r.hq operator detect changes_in the
system and take corrective action before a serious problem devercipb.

3. What is the condition of the equipment?

The pumps should be operable! No benefit_is provided the system When
only one of its three raw water pumps_is functional._ The inspedtOr
should note the state of repair. _Although packing gland seals require
a constant_ drip_ of water, it should not be an excessive spray. The
pu.ps should not be overgreased or overoiled. Excessive noise and
vibration, particularly of centrifugal pumps; would indicate
problems. Note the condition of the room; if it's dirty, operation
cannot be satisfactory; Dirt will get into the lubricants and shorten
the life of the bearings;

q. What type of lubricant is used?

In the case of well pumps, this is particularly important since_oil
contamination of the aquifer is possible from_improperly maintained
submersible pumps. In the case of water-lubricated putps, the
possibility of cross-connection exists.

5. Is the emergency power/backup system provided?

Emergency power is necessary -for continuous operation of the water
system. This may be provided by an_auxiliary generator or by directly
connected engines. The inspector should note how emergency power is
provided, how frequently it is tested, and whether there is automatic
or manual switchover. This inspector should also be concerned with
the number of primary power failures. Availability of replacement

pumpsi motorsi and critical parts should also be evaluated;

Are all electro/mechanical rotating equipment provided with protective
uard?

The inspector should not only be concerned with the sanitary aspects
of the equipment but safety as well; The inspector should check to
See that belts, gears, rotating shafts, and electrical wiring are
properly shielded to prevent injury.

Ate controls functioning properly and adequately protected?

All controls should be functional. Jerry-rigging of controls presents
both an electrical hazard and risk of failure of the pump.

8; Are underground compartments and suction wells waterproof?

Pump stations should be waterproofed to present flooding of the pump
room; The suction wells should be protected to_prevent entrance of
undesirable water into the compartment either through the walls or
surface water.
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Are permently mounted ladders sound and firmly anchored?

As previously stated, the inspector should be concerned with safety;
This concern is not only for the operator's sake but for the
inspector's own preservation. The inspector should follow safety
procedures and inform the operator of unsafe conditions or acts (e.g.,
entering a confined space that is not properly ventilated);

10. IS the facility properly protected?

The site should be properly protected against fire, flood, vandalism,
and other hazards. The location should be a minimum of one foot above
the highest flood eIevatioA. Runoff should drain away from the
pumping station. Pumping facilities should be protected against
vandalism and unauthorized entry by animals or people.
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UNIT 5: WATER TREATMENT

Unit Summary

Treatment Processes
Sanitaty Risks

Unit r eferenr:es

Small -later Supplies Serving the Public
(Cho ters 9; 10)

Manual of Instruction for Water Treatment
Plant Operators (Chapters 5-15)

Manual of Water Utility Operations
(Chapters 7:11)

Water Treatment Plant OperatiOn8
(Volume 1, Chapters 4-9 and 11)

Water Supply System Operation (Chapter 4)

Basic Material

The purpose of water treatment is to condition, modify or remove
undesirable impuritieS to provide a water that is safe, nalatable, and

acceptable to consumers: National standards (specified in the NIPDWR_With

maximum contaminant 10Ve18) for some of the impurities that are considered

important to the health of consumers are set under the Federal Safe

Drinking Water Att. If these contaminants are present in excess -of the

established liMitS; the water must be treated to reduce the levelS. SOMe

impurities that affect the esthetic qualities of the water are liSted in

SDWR as gu 1-elines Treatment or modification of the water to achieve

these desirabl^ levels is highly recommended.

Some of the common treatment processes and their purposes Are:

Pretreatment - gene ajy for removal of taste and odors.

COaqulation/Flocculation - treatment with certain thethials for

delleCting nonsettleable particles into larger_or Other fine - grained

m-21-crials to remove particulate matter too light or too finely

di ided for removal by sedimentation.

Sedimentatio:, -- removal of suspended matter.
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Filtration - filtering through sand, anthracite; or other fine-
grained materials to remove particulate matter too light or too
finely divided for removal by sedimentation;

DIsAntection - destroying pathogenic organisms with chlorine; certain
chlorine compounds; 0' other means;

For specific information on the treatment process; the suggested
references should be consulted; It is suggested that the inspector be
familiar with

Coagulation:
Chlorination:
F:iAtration:

Aluminum Sulfate and Iron Salts
Gas and HypochIorite
Rapid Sand
Pressure
Diatomaceotm Earth

Ion Exchange
Lime Softening
Sedimentation,
Taste and Odor Control
Corrosion Control

Sanitary Risks

Prechlorination/ ent

AlthbUgh treatment for taste and odors can be performed at several
locations in the treatment process; frequently it is conducted as a

ptetteatmeht; This allows the time in the pipe from the intake to the

plant to be used as contact time; Chemicals commonly used_are_dhlbrine;
activated carbon; potassium permanganate; c--e0 and chlbrind dioXide.

There are other pretreatment processes such as aeration, pteSedimentation,

and screening that may be encountered; but the following questions deal

with processes utilizing chemical addition.

1; What chemical is used?

The inspector should determine what chemicals are utilized; if they

are approved i and if they are being properly applied.

2. What is the amount used?

The amount utilized should be baSed On_teSting. The inspector shoui

inquire as to how the dosage is_determined and how frequently. In

some cases the inspector_ will_ find_ that the dosage has been based on
tests conducted in the diStant past and has remained the same even

though conditions have (-hanged.

3. For prechltirinatiOn; has total trihalomethanes (TTHM) been evaluated?

Although TTHM control is not required for systems serving a_

population of less than 10;000; the inspector should deterMine if the

operator is aware of their impact and causes. The doSage and /or

application point may be changed to reduce their levels.
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4. what is the point of application?

The inspector should deterine that chemicals ar tieing added at the
best point to achieve the desired results; The inspector should
alert the operator to improper application such as addition of
powdered activated carbon and chlorine at the same point.

5. Is proper mixing achieved based on visual observation?

The inspector should be looking for evidence of short circuitim.

6. What other pretreatment is provided?

Other processes should be noted and evaluated as to their sanitary
risks.

chemical Feed

This section deals with chemical addition for such processes as coagu-
lation, lime softening, activated carbon addition, and corrosion control.
A good policy is for the inspector to draw a simple schematic of the plant
systems and where chemicals are added. The following questions apply to
chemical feed.

1. what chemical is used?

The inspector should determine what chemicals are utilized; and if
they are approved. The question should be asked as to how the dosage
is determined and frequency of this determination;

. where is it applied?

The inspector should note the application point and evaluate it in
light of the pui7pose of the chemical addition.

3. What is the condition of the feed equipment?

The equipment should be functional and properly maintained. For

example, with dry chemical feeders watch for_problems with "bridging"
of the chemical in the hopper. Liquid_ solution feeder lines should
be observed to see that they are not clogged. The operator should be
asked if a preventive maintenance program exists and is utilized;
The care taken_for the equipment of the facility could reflect the
operator's attitude towards the system as a whole; Cross connections
and the possibility of bacterial contamination of stock solutions
should be noted.

4. Are instrumentation and con rols for the process adequate, opera-
tional, and being utilized?

Controliinj processes is difficult when instrumentation is not
functional and/or properly calibrated; The instrumentation is
useless if the operator does not know the significance of the
measurement. The inspector should observe the controls and question
the operator about calibration checks and what is done based on the
measurement.
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5. Is chemical storage adequate and safe?

At least a 30-day supply of chemicals on hand is recommended; Level
indicators and overflow protection should be provided for liquid
chemical storage. This is particularly important for tanks located
near a well to prevent contamination of the aquifer. Chemicals
stored together should be compatible. For example, hypochlorite and
activated carbon should not be stored near each other. Strong acids
should not contact chlorites; Chemicals should be stored in a manner
that would preclude a spill from entering the water being treated or
the source.

6. Are adequate safety devices available and precautions observed?

Safety goggles; gloves; hearing protection; and respirators should be
provided for protection against injury by the particular chemicals;
The inspector should observe safety procedures during the
inspection. As stated previously; the inspector should he conceftned
with safety; the operator's and his own;

Mixing

1. Is mixing adequate based on visual observation?

Problems with short circuiting should be noted. Adequate solution
water and agitation should be provided in the case of dry chemical
addition.

2. Is equipment operated properly and in good repair?

Mixing can be accomplished by several means (mechanical mixers,
diffusers, pump blenders, and baffles). The inspector should
determine that the particular means utilized is functioning properly.

Flocculation/Sedimentation

1. Is the process adequate based on visual observation?

The inspector should observe i there is good floc formation prior to
sedimentation. The best floc si ranges from 0.1 mm to about 3 mm.
There should be little carryover f the floc from the sedimentation
basin.

2. Is equipment operated properly and in good repair?

In the case of mechanical flocculators; the paddles should all be
present and turning. The flocculators should not break up the floc.

3. Are jar tests being performed to determine optimum dosage of
chemicals?

Proper coagulation and flocculation cannot be routinely achieved
Without jar testing.
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Filtration

Several types of filters are available for use in water systems such as
diatomaceous earth, pressure sand filters, and rapid sand filters. As
stated previously, this manual provides only the "need to know" of sani-
tary risks involved with the components. The inspector should consult the
suggested references for specific operational considerations.

1. Is process adequate based on observation?

The primary purpose of filtration is to remove turbidity. The
inspector should he concerned that the filtration process actually
reduces the turbidity._ If there are multiple filters, the effluent
from each filter should be observed.

2. Ate instrumentation and controls for the process adequate, opera-
tional, an3 being utilized?

Turbidity should be measured in the influent and effluent from the
filters. Head loss through the filter is also important to filter
operation, as is the use of flow rate controllers. The instruments
for these measurements and controls should be present and
functional. The operator should know the importance of the
readings. The answers provided should indicate the operator's
competence to the inspector.

3. Is equipment operated properly and in good repair?

For rapid sand filters, the inspector should look for problems such
as: mudballs, cracks in the media, backwashing difficulties
resulting in short filter runs and/or failure to clean media, and
loss of media; If a problem is indicated, the inspector may wish to
have the operator backwash the filter;

Post-Chlorination

The primary purpose of_post-chlorination is_disinfection. Disinfection is
the process pf destcoying a large portion of the wioroorganisms in water
with the probability that all pathogenic bacteria are killed in the_
process. In_water treatment, disinfection is almost always accomplished
by adding chlorine or chlorine compounds. Other_processes_that may be
encountered are: ultraviolet disinfection and the use of iodine or
ozone. The measure used to determine effectiveness of disinfection is the
coliform group. The standard test for the coliform group is_eithet the
multiple-tube fermentation technique or the membrane filter technique. An
in-depth discussion of these techniques may be found in "Standard Methods
for the Examination of Water and Wastewater." The coliform group is used
cls an indicator of pathcenic organisms. The use of this indicator group
has several advantages over testing for specific pathogenic organisms.
Principally these advantages are:

1. Ease of isolation: Using relatively unsophisticated analytical
procedures and equipment, the presence of coliforms can be
4,.tected; The procedures can give results in 24 hours, making it
a comparatively rapid bacte-iological tpt
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2. Coliforms are_present in large numbers in feces of all animals:
Any fecal pollution_ results in the_presence of coliform_organisms
insufficient quantities to determine the degree of pollution
with fair accuracy.

3; Coliforms are resistant to the forces of natural purification to
a greater degree than commonly encountered pathogens. Conse7
guently, the coliforms will normally still be present after the
disease-producing pathogens may have died off and will continue
to indicate the possible danger to the water;

Chlorination Terminology

Regardless of the form of chlorination,_ chlorine gas, or chlorine com-
pounds, the reaction in water is basically the same. The_standard_term
for the chlorine concentration is either milligrams per liter (mg/1) or
parts per million (ppm).

Chlorine-DOse: The total amount of chlorine fed into a volume of
water by the chlorinator.

Chlorine Demand: Chlorine is a very active chemical oxidizing
agent. When injected into water, it combines readily with
certain inorganic substances that are oxidizable (hydrogen
sulfide, nitrite, ferrous iron, etcO and with organic impuri-
ties including micro-organisms and decay products. These
reactions consume or use up some of the chlorine before it can
fully th,,,i,troy micro-organisms. This amount used up is the
chlorine demand.

Chlorine Demand = Chlorine Borne - Chlorine Residual

o Chlorine ?sidual: The amount of chlorine (by test) present in
the water after the chlorine demand is satisfied and after a
specified time period. The presence of a "free" residual, in
contrast to a "combined" residual, of at least 3.2-0.4 ppm (in
relatively unpolluted, low_turbidity water)4 after the chlorine
demand is satisfied, usually provides a high degree of assurance
that the disinfection of the water is complete.

A residual also provides some protection against ar.y chance
coitaminationthatmay inadvertently enter the system. The
chlorine residual test sample is usually collected before the
first point in the distribution system where water is consumed;
However, it is also advisable to also test at the farthest point
in the system to ensure that a residual exists throughout the
whole system; The residual test is the basis for increasing or
decreasing the chlorinator feed rate to achieve the desired
value; Too much chlorine residual will be offensive to some
consumers.

ChIoxime_Residual = Chlorine Dose - Chlorine Demand
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0 Chlorine Contact Time: The contact time :.s the time Interval
(usually minutes) that elapses between the time when chlorine is
addi::(1 to the water and the time when that same slug of water
passes by the sampling point. A certain minimumperiodoftime,
is required for the disinfecting action to become completed; The
contact time is usually a fixed condition dependent upon the rate
of flow of the water and the time it takes the water to pass
through the piping and storage facilities. Generally speaking,
it is preferable 'Aat the contact period be n( than 30

mutes under the peak demand flow conditions. ever, in

more time may be necessary under unfavorable cc itidnt.

,(as Chlorination

Chlorine gas is available in compressed gas form stored in steel
pressurized cylindett. A gas Chlorinator meters the gas flow and mixes
With water Whith is then injected as a water solution of pure chlorine.
Chlorine gas is a highly toxic lung irritant and special facilities are
iegdited fbt toying and housing gas chlorinators; The advantage of this
riithOd is the Convenience afforded by a relatively large quantity of
tilotine available for continuous operation for several days or weeks

WithoUt the need for mixing chemicals; Gas chlorinators have an advantage
where variable water flow rates are encountered as they may be syncronized

to feed chlorine at a variable rate.

Hypoohlr_,rination

Most small system operators will find the use of liquid or dry chlorine
compounds mixed with water and fed into the system with inexpensive

hypochlorinators a satisfactory chlorination method. These small cheMiCal

ffed pumps are designed to pump (inject under pressure) an aqueous solu-

tion of chlorine into the water system. They are designed to_operate
against pressures as high as 100 psi but may also be used to inject
chlorine solutions at atmospheric or negative head (sUction side of water
pump) conditions.

pumping rate is usually manually adjusted by varying the stroke of the
piStOn or diaphragm. Once the stroke_it tet; the hypOChlorinator feeds
accurately at that rate. However, Chlbtine measurements should be made
occasionally at the beginning and end of the well pump cycle because If

the Arawdown is high, the pumping rate varies considerably and the

concentration will vary since the applied dose is constant; A metering

device may be used to vary the hypOChlorinator feed rate syncronized with

the water rate. where a well pump is used; the hypochlorinator is
connected electrically with the on-off controls of the pump.

(J11,-wing questions deal with the sanitary risks of chlorination.

Is Thlorine residual being maintained?

The answer to this lies in whether thre have been any positive

coliform counts; The next step in determination of adeqUady would be
to ensure that a detectable residual is present at the remotest
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connection in the system. The inspector should review where the
utility! s sample points within the distribution system are located
atd/bihOW they were selected. If the inspector is to sample, a
dead-end_portiOn of the system that is remote from the plant may be
selected. A free residual of 0;2-0;5 mg/lor a combined residual of
1.072.0 mg/1 AhOUld he maintained at the most distant points in the
y8.terri and at ends of deadiend sections. The chlorinator should

have sufficient capacity to provide adequate treatment under peak
flow conditions;

2: Is there sufficient contact time between the chlorinatibh point and

the first point of use?

Contact time should be a minimum of 30 minutes for free residual and
2 hours for a combined residual. This may be determined by figuring
detention time in the clear went storage tank, and /or pipeline
between point of chlorination and use.

Is the eauipment properly ceratea and main. :fined?

The inpeCtbr thOUld determine that all equipment is operational and

preVen-LiVe maintenance is routinely perf med. Some indicators of
problems fbt gaseou° chlorinatien_wouId be valvesi piping and
fittings that are ?, :gaged, badly corroded or loose, no gas flow to

the chlorinator, or frost on valve- and piping. For powdered
disinfecants, some indicators are c'ogged feed lines and valves. A

more tailed discussion of these problems and their solutions is

prov' led in "Water Treatment Plant Opeietion," Chapter 7.

4. Is operational standb .equipment provided? If not, are criA.cal

spare parts on hanc

Diinfection e,7-ntinuous! Standby equipment of sufficient

O-pa-city to topiL largest unit is recommended. Where it is

eot; flow to the water 'vstern should be halted and critical spare
parts :nould oe on hand for immediz-oe replacement.

5: Is a manifold provided to allow feeding oat ft-bib th,Jte than one

cylinder?

AS stated above, chlorination must be contihUbils A manifold 7hecil.73

be provided to empty cylinders to be Changed without stopping

chlorination. If ()illy one cylinder can be utilized, the inspector
should determine what procedure is followed when it is changed; TL

operator could be aliowing_water to continue to flow into the system

while he changes the cylinder, a pi:ocess that could take 30 minuteL,

Such a situation could result in contamination of the entire system.

6. Are SCAles provided for weighing cy'_1_,,JeL?

.7caieC MOO: be provided and ro measure the _ of

Chibri e used teach day and to determin._ when they zre near empty so

r he changed; These scales should he locat.- the

cyl will be cooler ttiP. ., the chlorinates to c-fideri:1 r:

Of t o. jle in the lines; 8
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Is chlorine storage and ese area isolated from other work area

op,rators should be well versee on the hazards of chlorine gas,
proper handling of the gar and protective equipment, and the
limitations of the protective equipment. The inspector should be
knowledgeable )5 aF well; A brief overview of chlorine
is that is a hex ear; which is corrosive in moist
atmospheres and is e toxi:, Its toxicity ranges from throat
irritation <t 15 ppm to rapid death at 1;000 ppm. Consaquently, the
storage and areas for c .trine should be above ground, well
ventilated, and separated by a gas-tight partition from other work
areas. Both chlorine gas and particularly sodium chiocite should not
he stored with organic compounds.

8. Is room vented to th,: outdoors_by exhaust grilles located not more
than 6 inches above the floor level?

The room sl7old be veted at a rate of one air change per minute with
exhust_gr7lles not Figher than 6 inches above the floor; An i%let
grille_fbi the room should be located near the ceilinc. The vapor-
tight fan switch should be locJ.teci outside the room and equipped with
an indiCatbr light. fte inariector should ensure that the exhaust
from the chlorine room 11 no,; enter into C;her interior
Pyoblems have tesulted from locating the exhaust gIlles to the
chlorine room in the !icinity of the makeup air in.iet for _Aner rooms.

Are art doors hinged ou'_ rdi equiped with panic bars; and at least
ne pco.,ided

The need for doors to be hincd o.JiLward it based or. the fact t`lat

!7,ornnne in the room could be over.,_ m.. and passed out against the

loon; majng rescue 1; if the oor has to swing into the

coon; The door sL ,
have warriag signs affixed, alerting

pernnel to the

a .'_f-contair nj.ng apparatu-, available for use dur

repir. of leaks?

The of chlr the requires protective clothing. Chemical joggles

shn w-,rn y personnel er:tz.,_:.,g the area for routine inspec-

:ion c'inders are chan?ed :11dyistments made to the system,

Ji
cher7.-:al goggles, and a cull face shi-.1d should be

worn a ill f7 ece respirator or hood In used); Chlorine

canist,?r--=t,pe - 7 m only acceptable if the known chlorine

vapor i en 2 : is less than 1% and oxygen levy )- greater th

R. AdditiOnally, mister -type gas masks cunt be checked routinely
-id? the Canister changed when it has reached itn exy..ration datc-

damLge', When a worker enters a heavily )ntamin,

1 epa_r, self-contained ;reathing appara, 7 is require
Auipr,:ent and omeraFlic: drills s''oco bc piacticed.

-,::Mergohcy procedures ,uld be coordinated with Eire aid police

personnel; The inspec r should ask if the '-:as an emerge icy

he and 1Z A has ever been practiced.
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11. Are there means of leak detection?

The inspector should never enter a room containing chlorine gas
Without first opening the door slightly to check for the smell of

chlorine. A squeeze bottle of dilute ammonium hydroxide can be used
fbt leak detection by squirting a small amount into the room prior to
entry; If a leak is present a "snow" will form. There are also

continuous Id portable chlorine detection devices that may be used.

Are L-11 gas cylinders restrained by chaining to tht it or otier

means?

Cylinders si;oiCid be restrained to an immab1.0 eThjett. They shouij

be transported and stored in an upright p:,_.-tion and kept away from

tot heat and direct -An. Empty container., Should be segregated

rom full containers.

13. have there been any intertutibh8 in chlorination doting the

year due to chlorinat r failure or feed pump failure?

at

Any interruptions chlorination and their cause should be

identified. The Operator should be questioned as to what measures

have be,:,.n taken to preclude recurrence of the interruption.
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Table 5-1. Water Quality Problems and Treatm-nt

Problem F-,rameter Standard Typical Treatment

. Bacteria See page ST 2-7 1. Disinfection
filtration; disinfection
settlingifiltrationi
disinfection

2; Turbidity 1 T;U; 2a; Filtration
sandi diatomaceous earth

b; Complete treatment
chemical additioni

coagulation

3.

4.

5.

6.

Arsenic

Barium

.7

Cadmium

Chromium

0.05 mg/1

1.0 mg/1

0.:110 mg/1

0.05 mg/1

3a.

b.

5;

6.

a;

b;

c;

d,

settling; filtration

AS+5
Alum or Iron coagulation
Lime softening
As+3
oxidizing to As+5
treating as abov

Lime soft ni.ng

Lime softening

_+3Cr
Alum coagulation
Iron coagulation
Lime softening

Ferrous sulfate

7. Fluoride 1;4-2;4 mg/1

Lead

coagulation

7. Ton exchange using
actuat -d alumina or
bone char

0.05 mg/1 Ra; Ferric suifate coagulation
b; Alum coagulation

,. Mercury 0.002 mg/1 Inorganic =7:,-1.y

9a. Ferric :Li'Lf-Ate

b, r ium coayulation
TOP ;:xch;,nqc

0,
d. ion =
e. :arboll
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Table 5-1 (Continued)

Problem Parameter Standard Typi-7a1 Treatment

10. Nitrate 10 mg/1 (N) 10. Ion Exchange

ii. selonium 0.01 mg /i

12. 0.05 mg/1

13. Organic
Chemicals

14. Odors

See specific
chemical

11. Se+4
a.'Ferric sulfate

coagulation
b Reverse osmosis
c. Ion exchanoe

se+6

d. Reverse osmosis
e. Ion exchange

12a. Alum coagu.'t.-,.tion

b. Ferric sulfate coagulation
c. Lime softening

13a. Activated carbon

14; Sulfide
a; Aeration
b. Oxidation
c. Desulfuration

Organics
d. Clarification
e. Oxidation
f. Adsorption

Hardness 15a, Ion exchange
b. Lime softening

15; Iron/Manganese 16a. PoilypnbsphAts..8

b. Ion exchange
c. c dation/precipitation
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N1T 6a: storage

Unit Summary

Characteristics of a Gravity Storage System
Sanitary Risks

Unit Rferences

small Water Lystems Serving the Public
(Chapter 6)

Manual' of Individual Water Supply Systems
(Part V)

Water Supply System Operation
pLer 9)

Basic Material

Well supplies are often pumped direct '._+ a gravity distribution reser-
voir (tank) from which water flows on deJ.And to the points of use. The
wells may ,also be pumped directly iat, the distribution system with the
tank floating (riding) or the system. arrange ^t is acceptable.
Tne pumps may be contr011ed by water lt,: contc;Is or pressure

switches. The storage tank is sutfit.:,.er! it ensure adequate
operating pressures.

4 gravity storage systcm offers several advantages over other (e.g.,
hydropneumatic) systems And should be considered where topographic
coAitions are favorable. The largeL the water. sys'lem, the greater the

,2-Yantages. However, even smaller systems will h.:, these advantages:

Less variation in pressure
Stora9e f fi-::efighting Use

0 one is two dais' storage to meet water requirements
r;reator flexibility to meet peak demands

o usc c naCity wells (p ,:aping not necessary
to meet` p.iak system demand)
Sizing cC pumps to take bt.4-ter advantage of electric

art.r.rs

Pea,.icea cn 6,,1 off cyclinc.,T of pumps

Tie-in of se.:eral wells, ear: pumping at its optima? rate

Since the gravity reservoir pnvitles the storage necessary to meet the
peak .cyst -?m demands, the wells need not be deoloped to meet tre leak
system capacities, as is generally necessary with pressure tank systems;

9/,
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The wells ShObld be capable of meeting the maximum day demand within the

periOd of time When water use is significant; For example, day schools
usually_eXett a sigant water demand only over a 10- to I2-hour day.

The wells Must, therre, be pumped at a rate sufficient to meet the

maximum day_demand a 10- to 12-hour period. Under these cOnditiOnS,

the reservoir (tank) should have an effective capacity equivalent to the

average daily demand.

Gravity distributibh reservoirs may be elevated tanks mounted on
structural supports abbVe ground, may be located partly below ground, or

may be tanks placed Oh pads or cradles on the ground surface. Elevated

tanks are necessary when high ground is not available within the service

area. The operating water- levels of the tank should be sufficiently aboVe

the distribution system to produce minimum operating pressures of 35 psi

(about 81 feet of head; but preferably 50-75 psi (116 to 173 feet).

Ptessures should not e eed 100 psi (231 feet).

Shal-,w reservoirs with large diameters are preferred over deep ones with

smaller diameters, other things being equal. TankS with larger diameters
have more water per foot of drnwdown and are_ thus leSS prone to pressure
fluctuations. They are also less costly to bUild;

Prefabricated standpipes and eleVated tanks are reaelilyavailablewitha
wide range of capacities. Pretressed COncret- tanks are quite popular;

since they reuire leo.; maintenance.

unitary Perks

1. Does surface runoff and underground drainar drain awar ftiath the

storage structure?

I. site protected against floodirg?

Storage reservoirs should be located above probable ground Water_

levels. Surface runoff and underground drainage should be away from

the structure. Provisions should be included to guard against the
sanitary hazards related to location; groundwater levels, movements,

And quality character of soil; possibility of wastewater pollution;

and overtopping by floods. Sit',:s in ravines or low areas subject to

periodic floDding should be a..aided. Any seW:t located within 50
feet of a storagc reservoir with a floor_belOW ground level should tz.'

constructed of extra-heavy or service = weight cast iron pipe with

'.ested, watertight mechanical joints. No sewer should be located

:ess than 10 feet from the reservoir.

Lil torage reservoirs should 150 protected against flood waters or

high water levels in any Stream; lakei or other body of water. These

reservoirs sh-Juld be_pladed above the high water level, and the

structure and its related parts should be watertight. The ground

surfg17e at-J-(3ye the reservoir should be graded to drain surface water

away from the reservoir and to prevent pooling of surface water

within the vicinity; Walls or fencing should surround open
reservoirs, and public access should he prohibited.
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3; Is storage L,-)k tructurally sound?

The inspector sf 3 )-,as,- the answer to this question on visual

observation. wa.7houts and signs of foundation failuTe.

4. Are overfloW .1_7. vents, drainage lines, or cleanout pipes_

turned downWard or ce-,:ored, screened, and terminated a minimum of

3 diameteiS abce j:ound of storage tank surface?

Any overfloW, cr cleanout pipe from a storage reservoir

should diSchatge ireelyinto an or-2n basin from a point not less than

three diameters of the discharge pipe above the top or spill line of

the open basin. All overflow, blowoff; or cleanout pipes should be

turned downward to prevent entrance of rain and should have removable

#24-mesh screens to prevent the entrance of birds, insects, rOdentS;

and contaminating materials; If the discharge pipes are likel' to be

submerged by surface or flaod w_ter, a watertight blind flahTe should

be provided to attach to the opening to prevent contaminated

water babkflow into the reservoir. If the reservoir must be emptied

When the normal outlet is submerged by surface or flood waters, pumps

with outlets above the flood t.. ter shuuld be used for emptying;

5; Is site adequately protected against vandalism?

Manholes and manholeframes used on covered storage reservoirs and

elevated tanks should be fitted With raised, watertight walls. Each

manhole frame shoUld be closed with a solid watertight cover and a

sturdy locking deVide. The frame should be locked when not in use.
The storage Site should be fenced to prevent unauthorized entry.

Ladders to -tops of storage tanks should terminate 10 feet abOVe the

ground to deter unauthorized climbing.

6. Are surface coatings in contact with water approved?

Cbatihgt that are in contact with water should be approved.

UnauthoriZed coatings can create Problems due to organic and
inorganic contamination of the stored waters.

7. Is tank protected against icing and corrosion?

CathodiC protection may be provided for metal storage taiikt. Icing

can be a particularly traumatic problem in northern areat;Tanks
have "blown their tops" due to the pressures that can result; in less

severe cases the cathodic protection and tank interiors may be

damaged; Tanks should not be allowed to remain idle if freezing is a

problem: Heaters may need to be used in tanks reserved for emergency

purposes;

8. Can tank be isolated from the system?

Tanks should be able to be taken but of the system for repair WithOdt

shutting down entire system.
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9. Is all treated water storage covered?

Reservoirs should be covered to prevent airborne contamination(birds
and algae growths that impart tastes and odors). Covers should be
watertight, made of permanent material, and constructed to drain
freely and to prevent contamination from entering the stored_water.
The surface of a storage reservoir cover should not be used for any
purpose that may result in contamination of the stored water.

10. What is cleaning frequency for tanks?

Over a period of time, reservoirs may accumulate organic and inor-
ganic debris, which settles to the bottom as a sludge. This sludge

can contribute taste, odors, and turbidity to the systems when it

accumulates to a depth approaching the outlet_ pipe. Periodic drain-

ing of the tank and cleaning is necessary. The tank should then be

disinfected before reuse.

11. Are storage tanks disinfected after repairs?

ReserVoirtand eleVated tanks on the distribution system should be
disinfected before being put into service or after extensive repairs
or cleaning have been completed.

10u
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UNIT 6b: Hydropneumatic Tanks

Unit Summary

Types and Characteristics
Sanitary Risks

Unit References

Small Water Systems Serving the PUbliC
(Chapter 6)

Manual of Individual Water Supply Systems
(Part V)

Planning for an Individual Water System
(Chapter V)

Water Supply System Operation
(Chapter 3 and 5)

Basic Material

Hydropneumatic systems are very common for use in storing and distributing

small water supplies. They combine the energyfroma pump with the
principle of air pressure to force water into the distribution system.
Understanding h64_the ',Sidtophoumatic system is susceptible to sanitary
riskS requires understanding basic system operation and the role of systeM

components.

The system operates in the following manner:

o The pump starts up at a certain pressure (cut-in-pre8S-Ue); and the

energy from the pump moves through water to the pocket of air; air

volume; at the top of the pressure tank.

When the pressure builds to a certain point (cut--out pressure), the

pump stops and the air force§ the water into the distribution

system.

When the pressure becomektOo low, the pump starts up again; and

the cycle is repeated. The cycle rate is the number of times the

pump starts and stops in 1 hour.

A typical hydropneumatic system is made up of the following parts:

102
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Item

o Steel tank
o Air volume.control
o Relief valve
o Inlet piping
o Pressure gauges
o Motor controls
o High/low water level controls
o Dow pressure or flow controls

Discharge piping/air
compressor

Purpose

Store water
Control air volume
Prevent excessively high pressure
Allow flow of water into system
Monitor pressure
Control cut-in and cut-oat points
Regulate water level
Maintain balance between water and
air pressure
Discharge water from tank; force
additional air in to increase
pressure (1-atepre_ssurizIng)

Most systems differ only -in the kind of pressure storage tank used; The
pressure tank is a significant part of the system in that the methods of
separating water and air and the tank s4zeand placement vary; All these
factors may contribute_ to the degree of vulnerability to sanitary risks;
The three kinds of tanks are:

Conventional

o Air cushion in direct contact with water; air volume controls
necessary

o Capacity ranges from a few to several thousand gallons
o Vertical or horizontal placement

Outlet located near bottom of tank; combined inlet-outlet or
separated on opposite sides of tank

o Air volume control located in upper portion of tank; provisions
available for prepressurizing

Floating Wafer

o Floating wafer (rigid floats or flexible rubber or plastic)
separates water and air, but separation not complete; some lass of

air expected, requiring occasional recharging
o Vertical placement limits tank capacity
o Inlet and outlet combined at bottom of tank
o Internal air check valve to prevent premature loss of air due to

electric outage or excess water demand

Flexible_Searators

Separator fastened around inside of tank for complete separation of
air and water, either flexible diaphragm or bag type
Vertical placement limits tank capacity
Supercharged at factory to pressures just below pump starting
pressure

104
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Sdnitary Risks

Doe:; low pressure level proVide adequate pressure?

Maintenance of adequate pressure is especially important. Too little

pressure can cause a reversal in the flow of the water, allowing water

from a polluted source to enter a potable; stored water source. Too

high pressure can strain System componentsi cause high leakage rates,

and can force air out with watot Low pressure can indicate improper
connections, or btossconnebtlOns_; made from storage to serviced

EaCilitieS. Adequate pressure is needed to keep the water flowing from

storage to serviced areas; Backpressure backflow occurs_ when potable

water pressure is less than nonpotable pressure; backsiphonage- backflow

is a reversal stemming from a vacuum at the potable supply, Backflow

and backsiphonage are especially hazardous sanitary risks when they

involve poisonous or harmful chemicals. Inspectors must be aware of

proximity of polluted sources and must protect stored water against

cross-connections;

TO ensure against backflow and backsiphonage, minimum pressure must be

maintained at all times

System Pressures
(Pounds Per Square Indh)

Optimum Working Pressure = 40-60 psi
Minimum Working Pressure = 35 psi

Maximum Pressure at Service Connections = 100 psi
Minimum Pressure at Service Connections = 20 psi

Inspectors should Chedk engineering records to assess potential hazards

in the water of faOilitieS served by the system and consult operating

records to see Whether pressure is adequate at service connections.

2. Are instruments and controls adequatei operational, and beihg utilized?

Proper operation and maintenance of the storage system is also essen-

tial. Failure to adjust gauges and controls properly can_lead to in-

.-dequate pressure and/or inadequate supplies of water. Also, pollution

of the storage tank can occur from airborne or waterborne foreign

matter; Careful installation and maintenance of pollution prevention

devices can prevent their entry into the hydropneumatic system;

To ensure proper operation and maintenance of the system; th.a

following components must be routinely Chedked and adjusted for

changes in the peak demand;

o Air volume control
o Relief valve
o Motor controls
.7 High/low water
o Low pressure flow
o Air compressor

level controls
controls

and contriolg_
6-14
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Frequently, controls are not adjusting atter delivery of the system

from the factory. Operating records will reveal original calibration

and whether pear; demand has changed.

3; Are the interior and exterior surfaces in good condition?

The interior and exterior should be in good physical condition. The

inspector may not be able to inspect the interior surfaces but should

emphatize the importance of regular inspections. The inspector may

determine if they are being performed by reviewing maintenance records.

4. Are tank supports structurally sound?

The tank should be properly supported.

B. IS storage capacity adequate?

Thete are several formulas for determining requited storage capacity;

One method is presented.

In selecting and evaluating the tank, storage capacity must be matched

to the peak demand (period of highest water -use) of the system;

Otherwise; the tank will supply neither sufficient daily water needs

nor eM,_:rgency needs, such as for firefighting.

To ensure against inadequate storage capacity (and straining facili-

ties at peak demand), purveyors must know dumping capacity and peak

demand rates; which can be used in the formula below to compute

appropriate tank size. Engineering records list pump capacity, cut-

in; and cut-out pressures. Operating records show current peak demand

and whether peak demand_has changed since the tank was installed,

which could require a change in tank size;

Formula for Estimating
Appropriate Tank Size

Q = Q111

1-(P-1 /P-)

Q = Tank volume in gallons
Om = Peak demand rate, gpm x desired minutes of storage

Pi = Cut-in pz.essure + atmospheric pressure (14.7 psi)

P2 = CUt-oUt pressure + atmospheric pressure (14.7 psi)

6; What is the cycle rate?

The pressure pdthp ShOtild not cycle frequently (10-15 cycles/hour

acceptable). Frequent or constant operation of the pressure pump

indicates a "watetlOgged" tank or improper settings on the prestUte

controls.
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UNIT 7! WATER DISTRIBUTION

Unit Summary

Components of a Distribution System
Sanitary RiSkS

Types of Cross-Conn,ctions
Sanitary RiskS

Unit Contents

7a: Distribution Systems
o Components
o Sanitary Risks

7b: CrossLConnections
o Types and Characteristics
o Sanit-ary Risks
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UNIT 78! Di-f1tribution Systems

Uhit Summary

Components of a Distribution System
Sanitary Risks

Unit Referenccs

Small Water Systems Serving the Public
(Chapter 11)

Manual of Individual Water Supply Systems
(Part y)

Manual for Evaluating Public Drinking Water
Supplies (Part III)

Water Supply System Operation
Chapters 6, 7; and 8)

BaSid material

mahy failures to meet therequirements of the drinking water standards are

direttly related to the use of poor operating_and maintenance procedures

for distribution systems or to the presence Of sanitary defects in the

system; Some causes that contribute to poor water quality are:

o Insufficient treatment at the point of production

o Cross-connections
o Improperly protected distribution system storage

o Inadequate main disinfection
o Unsatisfactory main construction, including improper jOint-packing

o Close Oribkimity of sewer and water mains

o Improperly constructed, maintained, or located blowdff, vacuum, and

air relief valves
o NegatiVe pressures in the distribution system

Components tifthe-lastzdbution System

The folltiWing briefly describe some of the important components of a

diStribUtion system.
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Pipes

o Convey supply to points_of use
o Pipe size relative to flow gpm, distance
o Types

o Galvanized. Not recommended for underground use; subject to
corrosion from soil, acid water

o Copper. Heavy types used underground; less sensitive to
corrosion

o Plastic; Corrosion resistant; subject_to puncture
o Cast Iron /Ductile Iron. Corrosion resistant; good hydraulic

characteristics; unlined pipe can be subject to iron tubercles

o Asbestos Cement. Lightweight, corrosion resistant; easily cut

but easily broken
o Lead; Used in older systems, particularly as service.lines. No

longer approved under any circumstances due to possibility of

contaminating tapwater.

Valves

o Control water flow
o Control backflow
o Adjust water levels and pressures
o Isolate sections of system for repair
o Types

o Shut-Off Valves stop flow of water;
o Check Valves permit water to flow in one direction only

o FlowGant-t-ols provide uniform flow at varying pressures.

o Relief Valves permit water to escape from the system to relieve

excess pressure.
o Float Valves respond to high water levels to close an inlet pipe.

o Blowoff Valves provide a means to flush sediment from low

points/deadends in the distribution_ system._
o Altitude Valves are used to shut off flow of water into storage

tank at a preset_level tb_AVOid overflow and allows water to

flow into tank after level drops._
o Air Relief valves are used at high points to release entrapped

air.
o Hydrants provide water for firefighting and are a means to flush

the system.

Meters

o Monitor flow through various sections to provide regulation,
reimbursement, and maintenance

Meter Vaults

o Protect meters and controls

Thrust Blocks and Anchors

o Protect against pipe movement
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Sanitary Risks

The questions that a surveyor should be asking with regard to the
distribution system and their rationale follow.

1. Is proper pressure (40-70 psi) maintained throughout the system?

The system should be designed to supply Adequate quantities of water

under ample pressure and should be operatA to prevent; as far as

possible, conditions leading to the occurrence of negative pressure;

Steps to prevent negatiVd pressure should include minimizing planned

shutdowns; providing adequate supply capacityi correcting uodersized
conditions; and properly selecting and locating booster pumps to
prevent the occurrence of a negative head in piping subject to

suction. COhtihuity of service and maintenance of adequate pressure
throughout a public water supply system are essential to prevent

backsiphonage. The inspector should determine if complaints about
inadequate pressure have been registered; He or she should determine

if there is a program to periodically monitor pressures throughout the

system.

2. What types of construction materials are used?

The components of the distribution system should meet the current AWWA

standatdS. The corrosive effects of finished water on nonferrous

metal pipe_Used for water-service lines should be considered, together

with possible toxicological effects on consumers; resulting_frOM

SOlUtion of the metals; Only nontoxic plastic pipe shOUldbe used;

when plastic pipe is acceptable. Materials used for caulking should

not be able to support pathogenic bacteria and should be -free of oil;

tar, or greasy substances; Joint packing materials §hOUld meet the

latest AWWA specifications.

3. Are plans of the water system available and current?

The minimum record of a diSttibUtion system contains maps showing

locations of all mains, main size, and the location in detail_of_eVery

line valve._ The pipe layout should be designed for future additiOn§_

and connections to provide circulation where deadends are necessary in

the growth state_of the pipe system; The system should be provided

with sufficient bypass and blowoff valves to make necessary repairs

without undue interruption of service over any appreciable area,_

BlOWOff connections to sewers or sewer manholes should be prohibited.

4. Does the system have an adequate maintenance program?

This is actually an overall evaluation of the answers to a series of

questions, such as:

A. what is the frequency of main breaks?

The majority of breaks are not due to age but to leaks. The leaks

undermine the pipe, consequently causing_it_ to fail under the

weight of the overburden. To prevent main breaks, a routine

program for leak detection should be conducted.
7=.6
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b. Does the utility have a pressure testing program?

Such a program_may be conducted in conjunction with the fire
department to determine adequacy of fire flow; A record of
pres,7,ures throughout the system may help to identify problems.
If :hey are conducted both during the day and at night, they will

i:ditate the hydraulic efficiency under common requirements.

c. Does the utility have a flushing program?

The whole system should be flushed once or twice a year due to

sediment deposition in the lines. The flushing should be well
planned and carried out, beginning at points near the water
plant/storage and moving to the outer ends.

d. Does the utility have a valve maintenance program?

All valves in a_system should be inspected on a routine basis.
The frequency of inspection depends on type of valve, but an
annual inspection is desirable for all valves; This should

include completely closing, reopening to about one-quarter, and

reclosing until valve seats properly. A record of valve
maintenance and operation should be kept.

e. Does the utility have a corrosion control program?

The utility should have a program to evaluate corrosion and the

effectiveness of corrosion control particularly to control

contaminants such as lead and cadmium;

f. Are proper disinfection procedures used after repairs?

The procedure outlined in the AWWA Standard for Disinfecting

Water Mains should be followed. The inspector should question
the operator as to what procedures are used. The final

determining factor should be that new_mainsand repaired main

sections should demonstrate negative bacteriological results

prior to being placed in service.

5. Is the system interconnected with any other water systems?

This of of concern for two reasons:

a. The_water systems to which it is connected may be of a lower

quality and potentially pose a risk;

b. The other water system may provide an alternate source in the

case of drought, contamination of the primary source or a similar

emergency.

The inspector should evaluate the answers to such questions and the

availability of records to determine the adequacy of the maintenance

program.

7-8
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UNIT 7b: Ctoss-ConneCtions

U:iit Summary

Type and Characteristics of
Cross-Connections

Sanitary Risks

Unit References

Small Water Systems Serving the Public
(Chapter 15)

Cross-Connection Control Manual
Water Supply System Operation

(Chapters 6 and 31

Basic Material

TO prevent contamination of the community's water supply, the purveyor

must. make_sure that service connections are properly made and are

continually monitored for cross-connection hazards. A cross-connection is

a physical connection or arrangement between otherwise separate piping
systems containing potable and other water, whereby Water_ may flow between

the two systems; Hazards occur when water flows toward the potable supply

instead of from it to the service outlets. Unless controlled, dr088-
connectio:Is can result in contaminated water replacing potable water at

various sites within a water system. If the -contaminated water is
unobstructed and its force is great enough; it can enter the potable

supply at the water facility, endangering the health of the entire

community.

A cross-connection link can be made either as a pipe-to-pipe connection,

in which potable and contaminated water pipes are linked without the

proper control valves, or as a pipe-to-water connection, in which the
outlet from a potable water supply is submerged in contaminated water.

Cross-connections are usually made unintentionally or are made because

their_hazards are not recognized; The two major types of cross-connection
hazards -- backpressure backflow and backsiphonage backflow-dre
distinguished by their origins; Backpressure backflow refers to the fit*

of water toward abotablesupply when the contaminated water's ptassuta is

greater than the potable water's pressure. Contaminated-water pushes

toward the potable supply: flows from a place of high pressure to

one of lower pressure;) Backsiphonage backflow is a_tYpe_df_badkilOW
resulting from negative pressure (a vacuum) in the distribUting pipes of a

potable water supply; Contaminated water is sucked up toward the potable

supply;
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Plumbing defects can occur withih any part of a wa:-..;_-r system, and cross-

connection hazards can occur where outside water pressure can exceed

potable water pressure. TherefOre* cross-connections must be prevented or

controlled at all service sites as well as at the water facility;

Successful control of cross - connection hazards depends not only on

voluntary monitoring of connections by the water_purveyor and water users,

but also on an enforceable community control program; If a community

subscribes to a modern plumbing code; such as the National Plumbing Code,

its provisions will govern backflow and cross -connections. Still, the

water facility_MUSt obtain authority to conduct a community inspection

program through an ordinance or other means; A cross-connection control

ordinance should have at least three basic parts:

AuthOtity for establishment of a program.

o The technical provisions relating to eliminating backflow and

cross-connections.

o Penalty provisions for VitilatiOht.

Protection Against Sanitary RiA-k-s-

At Service Sites: CrOSSEConnettionsthat occur at sites serviced by the

water facility can usually be_COntrolled at the sites themselves. FOi

example, a submerged water outlet in an apartment building could result_ih

contamination -of the water fdt the entire building (as well as threatening

the water facility's supply) if the water pressure of the contaminated_

water exceeds that of the potable water; To prevent this cross-connection

hazard, each fiktUre in the building should have a vertical airgap between

its water outlet and its flow -level rim; This will eliminate the physical

cross-connection lihk and protect the building (and the municipal supply)

against backflow. An airgap separation may also be made at a point_where

the water service enters the building; (This protects only the municipal

supply, however, and not the building system.) Backflow prevention

devices, such as double - check, double-valve assemblieS, can he installed

when an airgap cannot be made; They can also provide backup -when airgaps

are made._ Surge tanks; booster systems, and color=Cdding and labeling of

pipes_ih dUal water systems also protect buildingS_Against cross-connection

backflow. Backsiphonage can be prevented by installation of vacuum-

breaking devices at water outlets where contaminated water is used and

where a vacuum could occur in the water supply pipe;

At -the Water Facility: To lessen the chances of hazardous cross-
connections, water facilitieS ShbUld not be connected to unapproved .

systems or to privatewells. If connections must be made to wastewater

treatment plants* boiler plants; and other sites with inherently dangerous

contaminants, the_conneCtiong must be carefully monitored at the facility

to prevent contamination from entering the water supply. An airgap in

the service line to a premise ac which extreme hazards exist may be

warranted. WaterWOrkS Officials often prescribe the installation of a

backflow preVehtiOn device in the service line to a premise where
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,

with backflow prevention deviCes in other locations; Backflow prevention

devices are critical (usAdOeXclusively or as backup) in all water

facilities because any water pressure greater than that of the facility

could cause a flow reversal. Maintenance of systematic water pressure

will prevent backsiphonage stemming from_thewater facility; The facility

must also install and maihtaindevices that block backsiphonage flow as a

backup in cases when pressure does drop. (This can occur if a main break

or a fire overburdens the pumping capacity;)

Types of Devices:

Vacuum-az-teak:art A device that is activated by atmospheric pressure to

blOCk the Water supply line when negative pressure develOps in the line;

Thi8 action admits air to the line and prevents backsiphonago; A vacuum

breaker is not designed to provide protection_ against backflow resulting

from backptessurei and should not be installed where backpressure may

occur.

3

o

Pressure -Type VaOUU#LB-,t_eak_er: This device is installed in pressurized
systems and will operate only when a vacuum occurs. It is usually spring

loaded, and should be specially designed to operate afteextended periods

Under pressure because corrosion and deposition of material in the line

might render it inoperable.
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Reduced Pressure Zone Backflow Preventer-4RPZT: This device consists of

two hydraulically or mechanically loaded pressure reducing check valvesi

with a pressure-regulated_ relief valVe Located between the two check

valves. Plow from the left enters the central chamber against the
pressure exerted by the loaded check_valve 1: The supply pressure is

reduced by a predetermined amount. The pressure in the central chamber is
kept lower than the incoming supply pressure through the operation of

relief valve 3, which discharges to the atmosphere whenever the central

chaftiber pretture_iswithin a few pounds of the inlet pressure. Check

valve 2 is lightly loaded to open with a pressure drop of 1 psi in the

direction of flow and is independent of the pressure required to open the

relief valve. In the event that th pressure increases downstream from

the device, tending to reverse the direction of flow, check valve 2

closes, preventing backflow. Because all valves may leak as a result of

wear or obstruction, theprotedtionprovided by the check valves is not

considered sufficient. If some obstruction prevents check valve 2 from
closing tightly; the leakage back into the central chamber_WOUld increase

the pressure in this_zone, the relief valve would open, and flOw would be

discharged to the atmosphere.

When the supply pressure drops to the minimum differential required to

operate the relief valve, the pressure in_the central chamber should be

atmospheric. If the inlet pressure should drop below atmospheric

pressure, relief valve 3 should remain fully open to the atmosphere to

discharge any water that may flow badk as a result of backpressure and

leakage of check valve 2.

Malfunctioning of one or both of the check valves or relief valve ShOUld

always be indicated by_a discharge of water from the relief port. Under

no circumstances should plugging of the relief port be permitted bedauSe

the device depends on an open port for safe operation. The pressure lbss

through the device -may be expected to average between 10 and 20 psi within

the normal range of operation; depending upon the size and flow rate of

the device.

Normal Dirction of Flow R e versed Direction of Flow
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Double -Chdtk, Double- Gate -Valve Assembly: The double-check0_double-gate
valve assembly is a very useful and, when properly maintained, reliable
means of backflow protection for intermediate degrees of hazard. As in

the case of other backflow preventers, the double-check, double-gate valve

assembly should be inspected at regular intervals. Some health authdri-
ties have established programs of annual inspection.

The double-check, double-gate system has_the advantage of a low head

loss. With the gate valves wide open, -the two checks, when in open

position, offer little resistance to flOW.

Double-check, double-gate assemblies should be well designed and con-

structed. The valves should be all bronze or, for larger sizes,

galvanized gray iron. The trim ShOUld be of bronze, _or other corrosion-

resistant material. Springs should be bronze, stainless steel, or spring

steel covered with a coat of vinyl plastic. Valve discs should be of

composition material with loQ water absorption properties; Test cocks

should be provided.

Public
Supply

at A
Ch.ck Valvs

Gate G

Test Cocks J

Sanitary Risks

B F

Prtvate
Supply

To evaluate the potential risks of cross-connections, the inspector should

determine the answers to the following:

1. Does the utility have a cross-connection prevention program?

The inspector should determine if the water facility has obtained

authority to conduct a community inspection program through an

ordinande or other means; Across-connection control ordinance

haVe at least three basic parts:

o AUthbrity for establishment of a program

o The technical provisions relating to eliminating backflow and

crossconnections

Penalty provisions frit violations
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2. Are backflOW prevention devices installed at all appropriate_
locations (wastewater treatment plants; hospitalso industrial

locations)?

The threat of cross-contamination hazards is especially great at
wastewater treatment planes; boiler plantso chemical manufacturing
plants; hospitalso and nuclear power plants. Their water May_contain
inherently dangerous materials. Thete sites should be ensured
against physical links and ShOUld be equipped with devices to prevent
backflow and backsiphonage ft-OM contaminating water on the premises.

3. Are cross-connections present at the treatment plant?

The inspector- should briefly discuss with the operator the importance

of ens:Iring that there are no cross - connections at the plant either

on a temporary or permanent basis; One way to help minimize the
potential of drOSS=O-Onnettions is to have the piping in the plant

color coded. The priiiiary sources of cross-connections in the
treatment plant are submerged inlets to solution tankso connections
between_potable Water lines and process water lineso and at pumps.

When using phosphate solutions tanks must be kept covered and

disinfected IJS-tH:trying a 10 mg/1 free chlorine residual to prevent

the growth of bacteria;
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ProtectionAgAinst C e- -

SituAtion l - There is a submerged inlet in the second floor bathtub. An
automobile breaks a nearby fire hydrant causing a rush of
water and a negative pressure in the service line to the
house, sucking dirty water out of the bathtub.

Situation 2 - A direct connection from the city supply to a boiler exists
as a safety measure and for filling the system. The boiler
water system is chemically treated for scale prevention and
corrosion control. The boiler water recirculation pump
discharge pressure or backpressure from the boiler exceeds
the city water pressure and the chemically treated water is
pumped into the domestic system through an open or leaky
valve.

Situation - Wastewater seeping from a_residential cesspool pollutes a
private well which is used for lawn sprinkling. The
domestic water system, which is served from a city main, is
connected to the well supply by means of a_valve. The
purpose of the connection may be to prime the well supply
for emergency domestic use. During periods of low city
water pressure, possible when lawn sprinkling is at its
peak, the well pump discharge pressure exceeds that of the
city main and well water is pumped into the city supply
through An open or leaky valve;

Situation 4 - A chemical tank has a submerged inlet. The plant fire pump
draws suction directly from the city water supply line,
which is insufficient to serve normal plant requirements and
a major fire at the same time. During _a fire emergency,
reversed flow may occur within the plant.

Situation 5 A single-valved connection exists between the public,
potable water supply and the_fire-sprinkler system of a
mill. The sprinkler system is normally supplied from a
nearby lake through a high - pressure pump. About the lake
are large numbers of overflowing septic tanks. When the
valve is left open, contaminated lake water can be pumped to
the public supply.
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UNIT 8: MONITORING/RECORDKEEPING

Unit Summary

Monitoring Responsibility
Monitoring Requirements
Recordkeeping
In-plant Konitorino

Unit References

National Interim Primary Drinking Water
Regulations

Water Treatment Plant Operation (Volume I,
Chapter 10)

Basic Material

The National Primary Drinking Water Regulations outline responsibilities

and requirements of the water purveyor with respect to monitoring. The

responsibilities for monitoring are:

1. Arrange for all applicable sampling required in the regulations.

2. Arrange for sample examinations at a State-approved laboratory.

The requirements for sampling frequency are provided in the tables

included in this unit.
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Frequency Requirements for Sampling and Analysis

MICROBIOLOGICAL

Contaminant Surface Source Ground Source

Cbliform Bacteria Monthly, based on
population served

Community systems of
less than 1,000 people,
a minimum of one per
month'

Noncommunity systems,
a minimum of one per
calendar quarter

Same as for surface
sources except that
State agency may
reduce to one sample
per calendar quarter

INORGANIC CHEMICALS (Applies only to community systems except for
Nitrate, which applies to both community and
noncommunity)

Contaminant Surface Source Ground Source

Atsenic
Barium
Cadmium
Chromium
Lead
Mercury
Selenium
Silver
Fluoride
Nitrate

Analysis at 1-year
intervals

Analysis at 3-
year intervals
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,AN IC C11.:MICALS

ContaMinant SurCac- Source Ground Source

Enter in

Lindane
Methoxychlor
Toxaphene 24-r)
2i4i5-TP

Total Trihalo-
methanes

Analysis at 3- -year
intervals

Sampling and analysis
conducted quarterly

Analysis only if
required by the
State

(Individual States may require greater frequency of sampling and analysis.)

kADIOACTI-IT4 (Applies ohiy to community-type systems)

Contaminant Surface Source Ground Source

Natural Analysis completed
Radioactivity at 4-year intervals

Analysis completed
within 3 years
after effective date;
thereafter at 4-
year intervals

SODIUM (Applies only to community-type systems)

Surface Source Ground Source

Sampling and analysis
ccp.ducted annually

Sampling and analysis
conducted every
3 years
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CORROSIVITY CHARACTERISTICS (Applies only to community-type systems)

Surface Source Ground Source

(One_round of Two samples to be taken:
sampling and one midwinter and one
analysis) midsummer

Only one sample and
analysis required

(NOTE: Individual States may require a greater frequency of sampling and
analysis.)

TURBIDITY

Surface Source Ground Source

Sampling of at least Not applicable
once per day

The folloWing records must be kept by the water supplier as outlined by
NIPDWR:

Batt: - for at least 5 years;

Chemical analyses- for at least 10 years. Actual laboratory
reports may be kept, or data may be transferred to tabular
summaries, provided that the following information is included:

o Date, place, time of sampling, name of person c011ecting
o Identification of routine distribution system_saMple; Check

samples, raw or process water samples, special purpose
samples, date of analyses

o Lab and person responsible for performing analysis
o Analytical method_used
o Results of analysis

RecordS of action taken to correct violations - for at least 3
years after last action was taken with respect to a particular

violation.
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o Copies of written reports, summaries or communications relating
to sanitary surveys conducted by itself, private consultant, or
local, State or Federal agency - for at least 10 years after
completion of sanitary survey involved.

Records concerning scheduling of improvements - not less than 5
years following expiration of scheduling time.

The inspector should ensure that the required monitoring is being
conducted and that analysis is performed by a certified laboratory.
Recordkeeping Should also be evaluated to determine compliance with the
regulation.

The previously discussed_monitoring is required to comply with the
regulations._ The analysis for- those samples, with the exception of
turbidity and chlorine residual, must be conducted by an approved
laboratory. The operator must establish an in-house monitoring program to
properly evaluate the operation of the treatment system; The number of
parameters and sample points is dependent on the type of treatment
required. The frequency of the sampling will depend on the type of
source, its variability of quality, and the importance of the parameter
being evaluated; The chart below illustrates sampling points and
suggested monitored parameters.

Sampling Points

_Lraw water > rapid mix > flocculation > settling

sample sample sample
routine chemicals alkalinity alkalinity

bacteria pH pH
jar test

Use < chlorination <..___ filtration <

I 1
1-

sample saw le Anal!.
routine chemicals turbidity turbidity

hatteria alkalinity alkalinity
pH pH

Routine Analysis: color iron alkalinity chloride
turbidity manganese pH fluoride
odor hardness nitrogen series

8=9
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With respect to this in-house monitoring, the inspector should be
concerned with the foil-owing points:

1. Is the operator competent in performing the tests?

The inspector may wish to observe the_operator!s technique in
collecting samples and performing analyses. The operator should
follow the correct_ procedures such as calibrating and zeroing specific
ion electrodes. The operator should be aware of interferences that
may cause incorrect readingS;

2. Are testing facilities and equipment adequate?

The water utility should be encouraged to have equipment to enable
proper operational monitoring. The equipment should be in working
otder The inspector may wish to look at the equipment; The
operation of the plant is not aided by a pH electrode that the
operator has been using which as been dry for the last 6 months.
The facilities should be adequate for the equipment utilized. Many of
the electronic instruments are influenced by temperature and,hUthidity.

3; Do reagents used have an unexpired shelf life?

The operator ShOUld be_encouraged to mark the date of preparation on
reagents and to diSeard When appropriate. The manufacturer-prepared
reagentS Should be diStarded when the expiration date is reached;

4. Are records of test results being maintained?

The records of test results should be kept so that trends may be
ObSerVed. The inspector should determine what action is taken based
on the test results; The operators should know the importance of the
particular test and what the results mean;
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UNIT 9: MANAGEMENT/SAFETY

Unit Summary

Personnel
Finance
Emergency Planning
Safety

Unit References

Manual of Water Utility Operation
Water Treatment Plant Operation (Volume I)
Water Supply System Operation

SP.



The management of the_water system does not of itself represent a sanitary

risk to the quality of the water. However; there are several aspects of

management that will affedt the overall capabilities of the system;

Personnel

1. Ake personnel adequately trained and/or certified?

In Order to properly operate a system; personnel:must be adequatel

trained. This can be provided by an in-house training program
ddridUCted by more experienced personnel: Correspondence courses such

as Water Treatment Plant Operation, Water Supply System Operation and
AWWA courses are a means for a small system operator to receive

training relatively inexpensively. Operators shoUld_alSO be certified

by the appropriate state regulatory agency. ProOf Of certification
should be prominently displayed or otherwise Made available to the

inspector.

2. Are there sufficient personnel?

There should be enough personnel to provide for operation during

vacations or sickness as_a minimum. The number of operators is
dependent on the type and size of the treatment process;

Finance

3. Are the financing and budget satisfactory?

The system should be able to have sufficient funds for operationo

maintenance, and future replacements;

Emergency Planning

4. Is an emergency plan available and workable?

The utility should have a contingency plan that oUtlineS what action

will be taken and by whom. The emergency plan St:6111d meet the needs

Of the facility, the geographical areao and the nature of the

emergency likely to occur._ Conditions such as storms, floods; and

civil strife should be considered.

Another aspect of management is safety. This is a concern if the system

has 1 operator or 50. It has been pointed out previously that safety

should be a concern of the inspector, both his safety and that of the

operator. There are a number of safety hazards including:

1. ElectriCal shock
2. Exposure to chemicals
3. Drowning
4. Working in confined spaces
5. High-intensity noise
b. Sprains and strains due to lifting
7. Slips and falls
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The first choice to preventing accidents is to engineer out the exposure.
An_exampleof this is providing guards for all rotating equipment and
beltS. This choice is not always possible; The second choice is the use

of protective equipment. The most frequently used equipment and a
necessity of every plant are the following:

Safety Helmets- provide protection from falling objects in
manholes and pipe galleries. Can be used as a means of
identification.

o Goggles - provide eye protection from chemicals and flying
objects. They may need to be supplemented by full face shield when
working with some chemicals;

o Gloves - provide protection against injuries from chemicals and
equipment;

o Shoes - steel-toed safety shoes provide protection from falling
objects.

Respirators - protect the_wearer from inhalation of dust; organic
vapors; and other chemicals. This equipment is only to be used
where the atmosphere is known not to be oxygen deficient;

Self-contained Breathing Apparatus - provides protection in oxygen
deficient atmospheres where the operator must work; such as
repairing chlorine leaks.

With regard to safety the inspector should be concerned with

1. Is adequate safety and personal protective equipment provided?

2. Are the facilities free of safety hazards?

148
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UNIT 10: SURVEYS

Unit Summary

Survey Techniques
Sample Survey Forms

Unit References

None
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In the previous chapters; the concerns of a sanitary inspector have been

outlined; In this unit a plan for doing the_survey will be developed; As

this plan is developed and the use of a standard form is diSdli8Sed, it is
important for the inspector to remember what the purpbte of the survey
is. The inspector is to perform an onsite review of the water source;
facilities; equipment;- operation, and maintenance of a public water system
for the purpose of evaluating the_adeguacy of such source, facilities;
eguiPMent, operation, and maintenance for producing and distributing safe

drinking Water. This purpose is easy to forget and to let the survey
becOMe an exercise in completing the blanks in a particular form. As an

inspector; you need to concentrate on identifying potential or existing

problems and evaluating their risks;

In planni y "or a survey; an estimate of the time required will help in

managing your schedule: The estimate should include time prior to;

during; and after the survey. Although the time required-will vary with
the complexity and the experience of the inspector;_a good rule of thUMb

would be 2 days in the office for every day in the field.

prior to each survey the inspector should review all_aVailable file
information concerning the system being surveyed. Thi8 review will assist

you in being fully briefed on the system's past history and present

conditions; Many times; if you are familiar with the past system history;

past inspections; reports, memorandums; telepnone communications; you can

dispel remarks made concerning previous letters, conversations, etc;; that

are taken out of context; altered; or just misunderStOOth This knowledge

of the system's p::,3t conveys to the water systeM personnel a concern for

the system and professionalism_on your part. Once the owner; operator, or
engineer realizes you are familiar with their operations and past dealings

with your agency, they will normally take the inspecting party more

seriously and the end result will be better, more accurate, and useful

information concerning their_operation_and facilities; In this

preparation period, the initial contact should be established with the

water system. Telephone contact to establish a mutually acceptable date

for the onsite visit is beneficial; A short notification letter giving
the survey time and date should be forwarded with instructions for

requesting changes to the schedule; This is also a good opportunity to
reiterate the reasons for performing the survey and_to inform_ theM of

specific information they will need to provide. This ShOuld be provided

in sufficient time for the water system personnel to_reSpOrid_ to the

notice; If the inspector must change the schedule, it must be done at the

earliest possible time; The survey must never be postponed or cancelled
without prior notification.

A brief synopsis of activities during this period follows:

1; Detailed general file *.eview.

2; Detailed review of chemical and bacteriological files.

3: Review self-monitoring reports.
4; Make contact with owner/operator to establish survey date and time;

5. Give early notice of any schedule chahge.

In performing the onsite survey;_the first step is to be punctual; This

will prevent netting off to a had start because the operator had to wait.
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This brings up the necessity of the successful_ survey. Imperative to a

successful survey is having a representative of the water system;
preferably the operator, accompany the inspector during the onsite
survey. This will allow the inspector andoperato* to ask questions and
develop, a mutual confidence in each other's ability. Once this trust has
been developed, theoperatOrhiay be more Willing to be open about the
operations and problems of the system: This is the period of evaluating

the system. Ih most cases it is good to use a standard form to help the
inspector cover all the points of the system; Again it is not the primary
fuhttiOh of the survey to complete the form. Many times system owners and
operators are "put off" by someone filling out a form. They wonder if y,,U

know what you are asking or whether you are just filling out a form with

information that may never be used or evaluated. The_inspector should

know why each question is asked. The judicious use of a form will (a)

provide uniformity of inspections, (b) ensure completeness of the

inspection by another inspector, (c) faCilitate data record;and (d) allow

followup inspection by another inspector. There is no best form since

each system is different and each report must be tailored to the specific

conditions of that system. There are several examples of survey forms
provided at the end of this unit. The first is,a compilation of the
questions that have been asked in the previous chapters; Other examples

are from the States_of Alaska, SOlith catoliba; Maine, and Missouri. These
oexamples may be used in deilbpihg or comparing your own survey form.

Some of the activities that should be conducted at this point are:

1. Review of system complaints.
2. Review of monthly operator reports and in-house monitoring.

3. Complete investigatiOn of the water supply; treatment, and

distribution facilities.
4. A general detCtiptiOn of the system and a flow diagram.

5. EstablithMeht of an exchange of information between the operator and

inspector.
6. Completion of the form as required.
7. Sampling as required;
8. Debriefing of the operator/owner at the end of the evaluation.

The last phase of the survey is the writing of the report; This

represents the official notificatiOh of the results of the evaluation.

The report should be done promptly_and reflect the information provided to

the operator at the end of the onsite visit: If the written evaluation is

different from the oral debriefing_, the operator should be advised

telephonically of such changes. There is little that is more exasperating

to the owner/ operator than to receive a written report 6 months after the

onsite visit listing defitienCieS that he khowsnothing_about. The

purpose of the report is (a) formal notification of deficiencies., (b)

motivate corrective action, (c) provide records of compliance and future

inspections. The report itself can be as brief asaletter or as detailed

as necessary to convey to owners and operators of the system what

deficiencies exist and mutt be done to correct them.
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Briefly the activities during this period are:

Completion of formal report.

2. Notification of appropriate organizations of re8d1t8
is Followup on technical assistance/questions asked by owner/operator;

4; Notification of_variance of written evaluation from that provided in

the oral debriefing.
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Name of Fa-cility

SURVEY SAMPLE FORM

Date of Survey

System IdentifiCation

Owner Telephone

Address

Treattent Plant Telephone Number

Name of Operator

Water Purchased From

County

Certification

Water Sold TO
(other than system)

SOURCE

1; What type of source?

2. What is the total design production capacity? MGD

3. What is the present average daily production?

4. What is the maximum daily production? MGD

5. Does system have an operational master meter? Yes No

6. HOW many service connections are thefe?

7. Ate service connections metered? Yes Nb

WELLS
Yes

1. Is recharge area protected?
OWnetship Fencing OrdinanCeS

2. what Is nature of recharge_ones?
Agricultural Industrial ReSidential Other

-3; Is site subject to flooding?

4. Is well located in proximity of a potential source of

pollution?

5. Depth of well ft;

6. Drawdown ft;

7. Depth of casing ft.
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8. Depth of grout ft.

9. Does casing extend at least 12 inches above the
floor or ground?

10. Is well properly sealed?

11. Does well vent terminate 18 inches above ground/floor
level or above maximum flood level with return bend
facing downward and screened?

12. Does well have suitable sampling cock?

13. Are check valves, blowoff valves, and water meters
maintained and operating properly?

14. Is upper termination of well protected?

15. Is lightning protection provided?

16. Is intake located below the maximum drawdown?

17; Are foot valves and /or check valv.es accessible for
cleaning?

Yes No

SPRINGS AND INFILTRATION GALLERIES

1. Is_the recharge area protected?
Ownership Fencing Ordinances

2. What is the nature of the recharge area?
Agricultural Industrial Residential Other

3; Is site subject to flooding?

4. Is collection chamber properly constructed?

5. Is supply intake adequate?

6. Is site properly protected?

7. What conditions cause changes to quality of the
water?

Yes No
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SURFACE SOURCES

1. What is nature of watershed?
.

Agricultural Industrial Forest Residential

2. What is size of the owned/protected area of the watershed?

3. How is watershed controlled?
Ownership Ordinances Zoning

4. Has management had a watershed survey performed?

5. Is there an emergency spill response plan?

6. 18 the source adequate in quantity?

7; Is the source adequate in quality?

8. Is there any treatment provided in the reservoir?

9 Is the area around the intake restricted for a radius of

200 feet?

10. Are there any sources of pollution in the proximity

of the intakes?

11. Are multiple intake8; located at different levelsi

utilized?

12. I thc highest quality water being drawn?

11. How often are intakes inspected?

14. What conditions cause fluctuations in quality?

PUMPS

NUMber

Type

Location

2 Rated Capacity



3. Are pumps operable?

4; What is state of repair of pumps?

Ye8 NO

5; What type of lubricant is used?

6. Emergency power
o What type

o Frequency of testing

o Record of primary power failures: in

last year.

Automatic MaLual SWitchover

Are backup pumpt/Motors provided?

7. Is all electro/mechanical rotating equipment provided
with guards?

8. Are controls functioning properly end adequately
protected?

9. Are underground compartments and suction well waterproof?

10. Are permanently mounted ladders for pumping stations
sound and firmly anchored?

11. Is facility properly protected against trespassing
and vandalism?

Yes No

TREATMENT UNITS (Note: Multiple units should have a separate information
section completed for each unit.)

PrechlorinationetMatmentUnIts_

1. What chemical is used?

2. What amount is used? lbs/day

3. For prechlorination, has TTHM been evaluated?

4. Where is point of application?

5. Is chemical storage adequate and safe?

6 Are adequate safety devices available and precautions
observed?
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Mixing

1. Is mixing adecidate based on visual observation?

2. IS equipment operated properly and in good repair?

FlocculatloniSedlmentation

1. 18 process adequate based on visual observation?

2. IS equipment operated properly and in good

Filtration

Is process adequate based on visual observation?

2; Are instrumentation and controls for the process adequate,

operational, and being utilized?

3. What type of filter is dtilited?

4. Is equipment operated properly and in good repair?

Post-Chlorination

1. IS adequate chlorine residual being monitored?

2 Is the diinfection equipment being operated and

maintained properly?

3. 18 there sufficient contact time (30 minutes minimum)
between the chlorination point and the first point of

use?

4. Is operational standby equipment provided? If not,

are critical spare parts on hand?

5 Is a manifold provided to allow feeding gas from more
than one cylinder?

6; Are scales provided for weighing of containers?

7; Are chlorine storage and use areas isolated from

other work areas?

Is room vented to the OlitdOOtS by exhaust grilles

located not more than 6 inches above the floor level?

9. Is a means of leak detection provided?
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10; Is self-contained breathing apparatus available for
use during repair of leaks?

11. Are all doors hinged outward, equipped with panic
bars, and at least one provided with a viewport?

12. Are all gas cylinders restrained by chaining to
wall by other means?

12. Have there been any interruptions in chlorination
during the past year due to chlorinator failure
or feed pump failure?

Yes No

STORAGE

1. What type of water is stored?
Raw Treated

2; What type of storage is provided?
Gravity gals; Hydropneumatic gals.

3; Total number of days of supply? days

Gravity Storage

Does surface runoff and underground drainage drain
away?

2. Is the site protected against floibding?

3. Is storage tank structurally sounu?

4. Are overflow lines, air vents, drainage lines or
cleanout pipes turned downward or covered, screened, and
terminated a minimum of 3 diameters above the ground or
storage tank surface?

5. Is site adequately protected against vandalism?

6; Are surface coatings in contact with water approved?

7. Is tank protected against icing and corrosion?

8. Can tank be isolated from system?

9. Is all treated water storage covered?

1G. What is cleaning frequency for tanks?

11. Are tanks disinfected after repairs are made?
10=13
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HydropneUmatic

1; Does low pressure level provide adequate pressure?

2. Are instruments and controls adequate; operational;
and being utilized?

3. Are the intel:ior and exterior surfaces of the press.ar:e
tank in good physical condition?

4. Are tank supports structurally sound?

5. Is storage capacity adequate?

6. What is cycle rate?

YeS No

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

Is proper pressure maintained throughout the system?

2. What types of construction materials are used?

3; Are plans of the water system available and current?

4; Does the utility have an adequate maintenance program?

5. Is the system interconnected with any other . {stem?

YeS NO

CROSS-CONNECTIONS

1. Does the util:y have a cross-connection prevention
program?

2. Are backflow prevention devices installed at all
appropriate locations?

3. Are cross-connections present at the treatment plant?

Yes No

MONITORING

1; Is the operator competent in performing necessary tests?

2; Are testing facilities and equipment adequate?
10-14
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Yes No

3. Di reagents used have an unexpired shelf life?

4; Are records of test results being maintained?

MANAGEMENT

t Are personnel adequately trained?

2; Are operators properly certified?

3. Are there sufficient personnel?

4. Are financing and budget satisfactory?

5. I an emergency plan available and workable?

6. Is adequate safety and personal protective equipment
provided?

the f-a-cilties free of safety hazards?

10-15
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CR form State of Maine
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WATER 51.1PRLY
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:- kUsionms . . . . . . . . . .... - . . . . (3)
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State of Missouri/Page 1

Litt.,Ari VON . '....r NA . vt-o
DIVISION OF ENV!RCNMENT CUAL;7,
PUBLIC DeINKING WATER POGPar4

RECORD OF PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY ROUTINE SURVEY

1 !nspection :millet CO 1

Fine, C 2
AnnQai C 3
Interim C 4

DATE

2. PWS tO No. (7), 3 County Narne:

a. FNVS Name:

ChecYc DereOn(s) who snouid get gnalyses reports Chaco( oerstan(s) cor.racted during inspection (

C Mayor/Board Chairrnan/PresIdent/Ovmer ( ) C SuperintimdenhManeger(

5. Name: 10. Name:

8. Address: 11. Address:

7 Cry,- State -Zip Code: 12. CityStato-Zip Code:

9. °nice Phone Number' 13. attics Phone Number'

9. Home Phone Number' ( 14. Horne Phone Number ( i

Clerk/Secretary ( ) C Other (

15. Name- 20. NAM*:

16. Address: 21 Address:

17 Citv-State-Z!6 Code: 22 City-Stato-2iP Coos

18. Office Phone Number: 23. Otrice Phone Number

19. Home Phone Number' ( HOme PhOOO Number:

C Mail Umplo Bottles to: ( j Operators and CarlitleallOn Level

25. Name

26 Address:

27 Cry -State -Zip Code

28 Office Phone Number'

29 name Phone NUmber

30 Peopie Served (71 Average Oaily Consumption

31 Service Connections (7) 37 Cwn System (71 MGD

32 Capacity 'Primary) :71 MGD 39 Secondary Systems ;71 MGD

33. Caoacty (Secondar.) 171 NAG0 39 Totz-gnore System ,71 MGD

34 F,nisned Water Storage MG Maxtmum Daily Consumption

35 No of Secondary :ystems Served :2) 40 Cwn S,stern 71 MGD

16 Names or Secondary Systems 41 Seconaary Systemsi 71 MGO

42 Thtai-Entire SrsteH `1 MGD

.13 necort Tate 6t _

BEST CGP? AVAILABLE
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CR form State of Aissouri/Page 2

S`!STEM SURVEY
'yN5A-Ti-5-

0 TC ! ge0Tony REMAA ISS

Soured
Yr'AC Source Donation
Gro,..no Source Donation

3 96t Tibt
47 Other Specify,

Treatment
-8 Aeration

:`ethical Acaication

5 3e.tv,ng
ritration

is Dontroi Saw anent
71porator,,.19.aupment

:5 :Thor Specify'
Olstnbution

plant Storage
:7 -4 S Pumps

Distripurion Storage
59 300Ster Pumps
50 Cross Connection Contra
5: NAatering

Other Specify'
_ Record Keerpmg

53 Analyses Records
iiolation Actions

55 .,300Ction Reports
56 iariance/Exemotion Records
57 OPerationai Records
ea Systems Records

Simplot Sularnteston
59 4Aici7.ninioacai

D'ernical
-Dur,cle
PaC,010gca,

Water Duality
.:--Le.c.ogcaf

9acip.ogicai

v.hg Codes SatiStactory 3 unsatisfactory one or more, Construction Deficiency t Coiirit.on and,c. Maintenance
D'ehciency 2. Capacity Deficiency 3

r-e4 Di Total off Alk Hard __ r TOM Mn Stab.hty

2.-or Doior 9"osonate Other

Rate ^t DderAt.on ti S H S. __ r'ners Other

e,::::,.rr.r"eh,.:at,o,s Carnet; Cut

9ocosen,
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State of South Carolina/Page 1

:7A-71 .;01:7H 5,UPPL.1

SAN ITAR7 SCRVEY REP,7R7

3tacion Code:

Name of raciIity:

owner:

Address:

Dace.

:nspec-ed 3y:

County:

(signature)

Telephone:

Name of ':peri--r: Certification :4o. and ;rade:

Pooula_ion vred: No. of '3ervices:

urfloer c' .1nsatisfactOry routine Bacteriological samples since last nitar7 Surrey
Report:

Number of routine Bacteriological samples since last Sanitary Survey ?Apart:

Themical: Health oriented parameters not meeting standards on Last report:

Aesthetic oriented parameters not meeting standards on last rmport:

7Ra,k7MENT PLAN r

capac1:7: (71c.c) Average usage: (MGD)

Emergency power Capacity under emergency power 1G7

7REN7-1E7.17 (sketch plant and Iodate injection points)

baffle nix
mechanical mix
iisinfection
fl-occulation

7REA74.ENT CHEMICALS:

sedimentation
aeration
filtration
lime softening

pH adjustment
Lon exchange
sequestation
taste and odor control

chlorine lime phosphate

alum potassium permanganate fluoride

:austic activated carbon ammonia

aoda ash poly0Iedt'rolyte

operator :onduct following tests (has knowledge and equipment)" 76S NO

pH -.hlorine Iron ohosphace fluoride za.t-,Ldic7

:ces operator keep records of test resUIts? 7aS NO

:ar:ified operator in iuty aL times plant is operating?

locked 'when operator not on duty? Themidals kept under lock?

2acx-p feeders ivailable. C:Ilorinacion room for ;ca

;L:ves, aprons, .erc. avallable. ;antral condo eon of plant.

BEST Cr-rY 111111.11811
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CR Water Supply Div.Report/Page 1

4AIER S',P0LT

SANITARY 3 URVE7 REPCRT

Dace:

:nspected 37.

Station Code:

)3 Cztarterres

%;e11

-ear :nscIIIed

...
.,.:

Depth or ",.e-'--

Deoch or Grou

7,oe of ?umtr-
1

1

De5th Of ':aces

'field

7oncrece Pad
(1. :;.i any direction)

2asins, extended
--," aoove oad-.-

:et: ?rocierl Sealed
1

1

Screened vent
'12= mesh;

:heck 7ale

7i:ow :fr."
I--

ace- , al

,

I

I

. _

FamPLe Coc:(
1

.-,,,sJe for ':el:s

-----annol-s

':earest Eo,Irze

stance

re Suscer-.]
rface 7.-an

enera2 .an-=):)n )f
ann ,rea
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State of South Carol i na {-c11

torage Fa^,-1-4-"eS

,
Pneumatic. Stotnk

",;ATE'R SUPP!:7 Dr:TSICN

SANITARY SURVEY REPORT

Dace:

Inspected By:

Station Code:

13

(initials)

Comments

Site

,--7Operating Pressure ON,.

Range (PSI) ,--- orr

Adouace :I31= f2")

3aM01-e=:-J-CiC

Controls Protected
crom .:andaIism
:.'eneral Condition
of Tank

Observe Operarion of
Tank and none deficiencies
(water logged, Loa pressure,
4.td)_

Air Compressor _

-(tank 5000 gal.)

Ground Storage elevated Storaq

Si.):6 1#1 42 I 41 I '12 nmmenrs

',latches '.4acerti3ht

and Locked

.

Screened 711e

10 Direct Connection
with Scorn

'.:enera: ,..ond,'rion of

_Tank

Site Suscepcable 'o
Flooding ti

Val-re t5 I.O1-ate Tank xxxmam :CCCCCCCCK

3amoLe Cock

Ladder Cut Of l0' Above
tound

BEST C7-7Y AVAILABLE
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UNIT 11: COMMUNICATIONS/PUBLIC RELATIONS

Unit Summary

Communications
Public Relations

Unit Referenc,_:s

NOtie



An area that the inspector of a water system must deal with is who to

contact with regard to the taAitaty_gurvy; This contact is necessary for

obtaining cooperation, gathering, information, coordinating with other

departments or agencies, and transmitting the results of the evaluation.

Briefly, the persons /agencies the inspector should contact, and the purpose

of the contact, are the following:

Prior to Onsite Visit

Owner of water system
o Obtain cooperation and established survey datet

o Explain purposes of survey
o Request that necessary Information be available

Operator
o Coordinate gaining entry to site

o Ensure presence of operator during survey

o Libtal Health Unit /Other Departments
o Ensure cooperation and coordination
o Obtain information pertinent to system

Diiri-n the Onsite Visit

o Owner of wate
o Obtain dat..n pertinent to system

o Explain f'Ancton_of survey results
o Explain recommended actions
o Explain what action will result from survey

Operator
o Obtain information pertinent to system

o Exchange of technical information
o Explain survey results

Explain recommended action

After the Onsite Visit (Survey Report)

o Owner of water system
o Notification of deficienci,JS
o Instructions on corrections
o Compliance schedule for corrections

o State Regulatory Agency
o Case report where fdtMal enforcement is indicated

o U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
o Case report when State doeS not have primacy under SDWA



:4TUDENT'S SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Communications

Pre-Survey

Onsite



Pdhlit
o If system is nt in compliance With:

- applicable MCL
- applicable testing procedure
- required monitoring
- scheduled corrections
- an exemption or variance

Briefly; we need to diSt(ISS communications with the owner/operator and

with the public. There is not sufficient time in this course_to fully

discuss interpersonal relationships and how to deal with people. However,

there are some points that inspectors should keep in mind. The establish-

sent of a good relationship with the operator is important ED the success

of the survey. The operator of the small water system occupies a unique

position in the_Water supply industry; In most cases the operator isre-

sponsible fdt all aspect of the system from operation Of the 1,Ii.ant to

budgeting for equipment; and in small_towns may also be responsible for

wthe other services (waste rater treatment, road repair, etc:) in the com-

mun:t.y. ConseqUently; the operator will frequently haVe only a basic

knowledge of the treatment processes of that particular system;

The fact that the operator may not be fully knowledgable about the

technical deSign criteria does not make the operator incompetent._

Communicate with the operator in terms that can be understood, not yy

yourself or by an engineer; but by the operator. ThiS is particularly

true when providing assistance; An indepth discussion on the Brownian

movement Of colloidal particles may dazzle the_opetatot with your

brillance but do little to foster a good relationship.

Communicating at the level of_yoUr audience is particularly important in

dealing with the general public. A technical knowledge of water treatment

and water quality cannot be_aSSuMed with the general public. Conse7

quently; you must be careful_td couch your communications in layMenss

terms; particularly when dealing with problems in the system. The public

should be made to realize the impact of the problem without having the

dangers exaggerated.
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UNIT 12: TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Unit Summary

Providing Technical Assistance
Comrrton Problems

Unit F- t-erences

Small Water Systems Serving Public
(Chapter 13)

Handbook of Individual Water .ystems
Water Systems Handbook_
Water Treatment Plant Operation (Volumes

& II)
Water Supply System Operation

The sanitary survey is in part -&-,igne. assist_ the water p'ryeyor in
correcting any deficiencies in water quality , the water surely system.
Ih order to provide this assistance, the in: sector lust bee: to commun-
icate to water system personnel the possible cause:; of problems. ProblITI

solve j should be approached in a systema_ic manner with a concept of the
elem2nt0 that might contribute to water problems and with insights into
possible solutions.

An effective maintenance and repair scheduv. is of primary importance in
operating a war:- supply system. every opportunity should be taken to
p-ovide guidanL in the development of such a syl.tem and to supply techn'.-
.- ssistance with potential and actual water system problems.

How the technical assistance is provided is equally important Ls the In-
formation given. Unless the solution is obvious;_tecnnical assistanze
should be gii,en only after -the entire system has been surveyed. There are
two easons for this procc-J'Ire. F3rst, the objective of your visit is 'o
dvaluate the entire water system. If 1 I spend your time playing Sherlock
Hclmes in attemptinc ,o determine the cause of a problem, you have changed
your objective and may very well overlook a serious sanitary risk; Iso.;a-

tingthe cause of a water system problem is time consuming and wthout
sampling and analytical support, generally difficult. If t'le Terator is
cciapetert, the more common causes will have been evaluated P.nd will have
been ruled out. The second reason for sorveying the eh'Are system is that
there can be causes of problems throughout the system. Consequentlyi
judgment should be reserved until the entire system has been reviewed;

12-1
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1..e operator should be asked .hat steps have beef taken to evaluate and
mitigate the problem. The inspector should determi if the problem has
occurred beforeandwhat action wastak,i:.. A review of operating records
may provide a clue to recent changes .;1 the !yscem or chemie.is utilized
that may be the cause;

The inspector should temper any advice with a realization of their
experience and knowledge of the proble;- If erroneous information is
provided, a loss of money and time can result while the hazarr! continue:;
to exist; The clas ;ic "I'm from the Government and I'm here to help"
situation fo3lowed by assistance that intersifies the problem rlther than
finds a solution can br.! devastating. The inspector with limited
exuerience is wiser to refer the problem to more experienced personnel.

Marp :Mates have devel6ped a means by which assistance can be provided to
; water system either L: it .r; request or a referral from a sanitary
inspector. This is not to :iay that there. should not be an exchange of
`ethnical information rc.. the operator by an inspector. The inspector
Shodld note sanitary problems to the operator, discuss their importance,
and if sure of a means of resolution, provide it.

Review the toliowing problems in lig..t of the possible causes. Wherever
possible; relate the possible causes to indicators of the E.roblem so as to
h,?-t- aid the witer purveyor with any problems. Uso the elements of the

;tern as a che7.<list of your knowledge;

O-or liow_Water Pressure

O Cant-!rnination '-acktiow (CroSs-coctio

Causes:

Water Source
Water table has dropped below

o Clogging of 1 screen wi
O Sprint: fl: .s tie n diminirld

Well orIntakeStructe.
o ,ebris_blocking pipes
O Jefective valves or va.i.e settings
o Plugged foot valve or strainer
O l'reak in wall of coll,:ction chamber
o Water in collection 'iamber or n
o Wcll screen plurijcid or broken
o Well pipe red akove water we tion

-.1ectri-1.1 safety control activated t ..Jt of water pump due tc

inoper ive chemical feed pump
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Pump -;stem

o Power failure
6 L w line voltage
o Blown fuses
o Shorted-out electric motor
o Defective pressure switch
o System valved off
o Ait lock in suction line
o Leak on suction side ofsystem
o Plugged ejector or impeller
o Wornor defective pump
o Discharge line check valve instal'-d backward
o Loss of prime in piston -type pump

Storage System
c Ruptured tank
o Drain valve open
o Float switches on gravity tank defective
o Icessure switch on hydropnurliatic storage tank defective

Distribution System
o Break water main

:ydrants open
o Excessive water demand over prolonged period

Problem 2: Wester ,inda-rds

Health Rik
o Disease or chenical poisoning of consumers

Possible Caus. 7:

Water Source
c Contamination of source by wastewater c. .oxic chemicals

o Onsite cm,tar,:nation by wastewar or toxic chemi als
o Inoper " -iv2 wt: 11 seal

nt Procc.-; -
o ntamination of treatment chf.i cals

Insufficient chlorine feed rate
Chlorine solution exhausted
Defective chemicals f,-!ed &qui

Pump lystem
o Repair or replacement of u;c its wiLnout ac _quote

o Use of contaminated water to jricate package
o improper sealing c' toto base during repalr
o Improper drainage Of p mp

12-5
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Storage System
o Debris in storage tanks
o Interior f tankcoatedwith unapl,roved cc.tings
o Access of contaminants through broken 1r,.t or open manhole

Distributiortem
o Cross-connection with source of sewage oi toxic chemicafL

Problem 3: The Water HasBadTaste-,Gdor.orColor

Health-- Risk
o Possible bacterial or chemical contamination
o Use by consumer of a more palatable but potentially less safe water

n.upply

P,)ssible Causes:

Water Source
o Contamination of soL.rca by foreign SUbstande

Well or Intake Structure
o Entry of contaminant into structure through defect:ye vent, open

manhole, or screen
o Inopera.:ive well seal, allowing entry of contamiront

Treatment Pi-recess-

o Production of chlOrophenylS by action of chlorine on precursor
subs:tances

o Repat replacement of pump parts without adequate disinfection
o Use of contaminated water to lubricate package
o lipto!Jct sealg of pump base; allowing entry of contaminants
o Improper drainage of pump

Storagem
o Debris in storage tank
o Interior of '.:-41nk coated with unapproved coatings
o Entry ct- col.Laminents throu broken vent cr open manhole

Distribution Systm
o Ir( bact er-d gi 0wth in pipes
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SUC-;ESTED REFEHENr.

Water Treatment Plant Operations, Volume I
Water Treatment Plant Operations, Volume II
Water Supply System Operatio-

Available from: Kenneth Kerri
Department of Civil Engi...aering
Calif. State University, Sacramento
6000 J Street
Sacramento, CA 95810
(phone: 916= 454 =6142)

Price: $30.00 per manual

2. Manual Jf Water Utility Operations
Available from: Texas Water Utilities Associati'l

6521 Burnet Lane
AO: in, TX 78757

Pi ice: $17.00

3. .,, Manual of Instruction for Water Treatment Plant
Available from: Health Education Services,

P.O. Box 7126
Albany, NY 12224

4. P

ice: $3.13

aerators

:-'or an 1:.,ividual Water Sy::tem
American Association for Vocational

Instruc*ional MaterialS
E!.gineerint4 Center
At:tens, GA 30602

Price: $7.65

5. Water System 1-,ildbook

A7ailable Erom: Watez Syf.-i,fas Council

221 North LaSalle Street
Chicago, IL 60601

Price: $6.00

Er:vironmental Engineering and Sanitation
by .1Jseph A. Ealvato
Available from John Wiley & Sons,

Somerset, NJ 08873

PriCe: $55.00

7. Natioal Interim Primary DrjAking Water Regulations
Available from: Superintendent of Documents

U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, I 20402
Stock No. 055-000-00157-0

Pzice! $5.50
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8. Manual of Individual Wa.ter Supply Systems
Available from: superintendent of Documents

U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
Stock No; 055-000-00229-1

Price: $6.00

9. "How to Conduct a Sanitary Survey" Procedures Manual
Available from: New Mexico Health and Fwironmental

Department
Environmenta_ Division

P.O. Bbk 95-
Santa Fe, Nt iO4-0968

Price: $4.00

ADDITIONAL READINGS

1; ate: Treatment Plant Design, prepared jointly by the American

:/,,ter Works Association, Conference of State Sanitary Etigihr8;
and American Society of Civil Engineers

Available from Data Processing Department, AWWA
6666 W. Quincy Avenue
Denver, CO 80235
Order No. 10008

Price: To members - $14.40; nonw - $18.00

2 Wa -ter Qualitvand Treatment: A Handbook_of Public-Wa-ter
Supplies; American Water Works Assc,ciatiOn, Third Editione
McGraw-Hill, 19-

Wailable from: Data Processing Department, AWWA
6666 W. Quincy A\.nue
Denv.r, CO 80235
Order NO.. 10006

Pfice: '.Co membe::s - $34.10; nonmembers - :60

3. Manua rrcatri1e-W--Thz.:-in:,4uPs fir Meet5:w the InteriE.,

Drinking-Water -Regulati-tin; EPA E00/8--905
Available from: OAD Publions

USE PA -CERI

26 West St. Clair Street
Cincinnati, OH 45268

Price; Free

;OVEHNMENT PRINTING OFFICE:1984-421-0;2 150 13-4
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